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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the process of developing a multilayer semantic annotation scheme designed for extracting information from a European Portuguese corpus of news articles, at three levels, temporal, referential and semantic role labelling. The novelty of this scheme is the harmonization of parts 1, 4 and 9 of the ISO 24617 Language resource management - Semantic annotation framework. This annotation framework includes a set of entity structures (participants, events, times) and a set of links (temporal, aspectual, subordination, objectal and semantic roles) with several tags and attribute values that ensure adequate semantic and visual representations of news stories.

1 Introduction

The development of an annotation framework can be an overwhelming task, even more when its purpose is to account for different linguistic phenomena. However, as challenging as it may be, designing an annotation scheme is an indispensable step to generate language resources that can be the starting point of fundamental corpus-based linguistic research.

When deciding on an annotation framework, one has to take into consideration several factors (Pustejovsky et al., 2017), such as main objectives of the annotation, the linguistic phenomena under analysis, the corpus genre, and the nature of the annotation, and weigh in the advantages and disadvantages of adapting/ adopting an existing model, or of creating one. Ideally, the model is custom designed to deal with all the specificities of a particular project, but also broad enough so that it can be applied to other datasets. In fact, with the growth of the Semantic Web and Linguistic Linked Data (Chiarcos et al., 2020), interoperability is key to read and to interpret linguistic resources (Ide and Pustejovsky, 2010).

With all the above-mentioned provisos in mind, we developed a multilayer semantic annotation scheme by combining three standards from the Language resource management-Semantic annotation framework: Part 1- Time and events (ISO-24617-1), Part 4- Semantic roles (ISO-24617-4) and Part 9- Referential annotation framework (ISO-24617-9). In addition to promoting interoperability, our model has proven to be able to markup manually the relevant features of the genre news to generate visual representations of their narratives. Moreover, our proposal operationalizes the integration of three different standards in the same framework, which is, to the best of our knowledge, a novelty.

This multilayer semantic annotation scheme was designed to annotate a European Portuguese corpus of news articles in three different, but complementary, levels, temporal, referential and thematic, within the Text2Story project¹, which aims to extract narratives from news, represent them in intermediate data structures, and make these available to subsequent media production processes, i.e., visualizations such as message sequence charts (MSC) and knowledge graphs (KG). In this paper, we document the decision-

¹ https://text2story.inesctec.pt/
making process about which annotation format to adopt, what adjustments to make, and how to harmonize the three layers into an integrated and wide-ranging model.

2 Background and Motivation

News may frequently assume the format of a story that reports on current events involving one or more entities in given time and place. In addition to the main event, however, news stories typically present contextual content that allows connecting it to others, explaining the circumstances and consequences of its occurrence. It may also include other complementary information that frames, comments, clarifies, or evaluates the reported events (Caswell and Dörr, 2019; Choubey et al., 2020; cf. also van Dijk, 1985; Bell, 1991). A complete story usually answers six questions: what, who, where, when, why, and how, that is, 5W1H (a.o. Bonet-Jover et al., 2021), following a top-down organization, corresponding to an inverted pyramid discourse structure (cf. Rabe 2008), in which information flows in decreasing order of importance. A news organization structure usually features a title, a lead, and the body. In many cases, the lead or introductory paragraph condenses the answers to the above six questions and is followed by complementary information (a.o. Thomson et al., 2008; Norambuena et al., 2020). Sometimes, the answer to some of the questions is distributed throughout the text (Bonet-Jover et al., 2021). Because of this organization, events frequently follow a non-chronological order, presenting a complex time structure regarding other kinds of narratives (Zahid et al., 2019). Besides, the narrative may return to previous data, as well as adding information (a.o. van Dijk, 1985; Thomson et al., 2008; Choubey et al., 2020).

Establishing the temporal sequencing of events, their participants, and interrelations is crucial to understand the news story, and ultimately to extract the narratives to be represented graphically by means of MSC (Harel and Thiagarajan, 2003) or KG (Ehrlinger and Wöß, 2016), which is our project’s main objective. These visualizations by portraying the narratives more schematically can be of great interest to news agencies, for example. The more overarching and rigorous the annotation the more informative is the visualization, and in the case of news articles, this requires featuring participants, events and times, as well the relationships between them. For these reasons, the annotation scheme that we designed encompasses three intertwined semantic layers: temporal, referential and thematic. Since our aim was to adopt a coherent and interoperable annotation scheme with these three layers, and because none of the existing proposals satisfied these requisites, we designed an annotation scheme which compatibilizes three ISO.

3 Related work

Over the last years, there has been a proliferation of multilayer corpora, that is, corpora that “contain mutually independent forms of information, which cannot be derived from one another reliably” (Zeldes, 2019: 4). These layers can be defined in an independent way and they “are explicitly analyzed using multiple, independent annotation schemes” (Zeldes, 2019: 7), or resorting to one unique scheme that integrates all the layers. In fact, an in-depth analysis of the relevant literature reveals that there are many different types of multilayer annotation schemes. In the remainder of this section, we will only present a brief overview of some of those proposals.

One of the most well accomplished and far-reaching multilayer annotation schemes is the one developed within the Groningen Meaning Bank (GMB) (Basile et al., 2012; Bos et al., 2017). Besides morphological and syntactic annotation, it comprises different semantic annotation levels, such as named entity recognition, temporal features, and thematic roles. The adopted semantic formalism is an extension of Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle, 1993), which renders a semantic representation (discourse representation structures) that unifies the various layers. Another important feature of this scheme is that it was designed to analyze linguistic phenomena in texts, instead of only sentences, and it has been used quite successfully in 10,000 texts from different genres, namely news and fables. Its implementation requires a human-aided machine annotation insofar as it employs NLP software such as an automatic tagger for named entity recognition, VerbNet (Schuler, 2005) for semantic role labelling, a semantic analyzer for coreference, and then a module Boxer (Bos, 2005, 2008; Curran...
et al. 2007), responsible for the overall semantic analysis, but also relies on the input of experts and general public. Although, in terms of semantic annotation, it is one of the most complete, this scheme lacks information about more referential relations. Moreover, since the temporal annotation is based on DRT-language, it does not integrate tags about lexical and contextual meaning with bearing on temporal interpretation, namely a more diversified class of events, and other link types between events.

Other multilayer annotation schemes have been developed for Manually Annotated Sub-Corpus (MASC) (Ide et al., 2008), Georgetown University Multilayer Corpus (GUM) (Zeldes and Simonson, 2016; Zeldes, 2017), OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006), for AMALGUM (Gessler et al., 2020), or SenSem (Fernández and Vázquez, 2014), just to name a few, but none of those provide a comprehensive and harmonized semantic framework suitable to handle the linguistic phenomena that we need to address.

For European Portuguese (EP), one can point out the scheme used in CINTIL DeepBank (Branco et al., 2010), which is a corpus of Portuguese news and novels that is annotated with several grammatical information (morphological, syntactic, and semantic) for each sentence. Currently, there are 32,497 sentences, mainly from news, which were semi-automatically annotated with Treebank, DependencyBank, Propbank, and LogicalFormBank (with formal representations of the sentences meanings using Minimal Recursion Semantics). However, the CINTIL DeepBank's scheme does not include a level for referential annotation, nor for temporal annotation. The fact that only the sentences that the grammar can parse are included in the corpus is a downside. Additionally, though each level of annotation can be accessed separately, a unifying formalism that combines all the layers is missing.

Regarding schemes aimed exclusively at semantic annotation, some are intended to handle a specific phenomenon, resort to non-standardized markup language, and are not widely known (cf. for an overview (Gries and Berez, 2017). Moreover, the majority deals with lexical problems, such as word disambiguation, and less with compositional semantics. The scarcity of proposals within this branch of semantics can be explained by the complexity underlying the process of annotating semantically data at a sentential and textual level. This task requires not only a great amount of time, but also a wide variety and substantial number of resources. Nonetheless, semantic schemes to represent the meaning of texts are of utmost relevance to the development of different applications.

4 The Annotation scheme

4.1 The process

Building a bootstrapping annotation scheme is a very complex and time-consuming endeavor involving different phases. After the literature review, we started by defining the tags and their attributes first for the temporal layer, then for the referential level, and finally for the semantic role labelling. To create a model, we followed the MATER (Pustejovsky and Stubs, 2012) sub-cycle, MAMA, with four steps, (1) model, (2) annotate, (3) evaluate and (4) revise. This process allowed us to identify and resolve the scheme’s inconsistencies, gaps and incompatibilities, and to gradually improve it so that it could properly account for the linguistic data, and to deliver the necessary input for the visualization task. This cycle was repeated several times until we were satisfied with the model. The annotation tool that we used, BRAT (brat rapid annotation tool) (Stenertorp et al., 2012), enabled the updates of the annotation scheme without having to rebuild the whole scheme.

4.1.1 Temporal Layer

Temporal interpretation plays a crucial part in understanding how the events are organized in natural language texts. For this reason, extraction of temporal information has been receiving a lot of attention within NLP during the past few years. One approach to extract temporal features, and eventually to rebuild chronological sequences of events, is designing a suitable annotation scheme. In this field, research has started with the extraction of time expressions in message understanding conferences (MUCs) and progressed to relating events to times (eg. Filatova and Hovy, 2001; Katz and Arosio, 2001; Song et al., 2016). From the growing investment on temporal extraction, on the one hand, and from its usefulness, on the other hand, ensued not only a significant number of corpora annotated according to different schemes,
but also annotation standards. One of these standards is TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a, 2003b), based on the work of Setzer (2001), Setzer & Gaizauskas (2000a, 2000b, 2001) and Ferro et al. (2003), from which ISO-TimeML (ISO 24617-1) stemmed.

ISO-TimeML, a model grounded on linguistic approaches (eg. Reichenbach, 1947; Comrie, 1985), defines a full-fledged markup language that permits a fine-grained annotation of time expressions, events, and temporal relations between events and between events and time expressions. Its efficacy and productivity in capturing the text’s temporal structure is evidenced by corpora such as TIDES Temporal Corpus (Gerber et al., 2002), TimeBank (Pustejovsky et al., 2003b), composed of news articles, or Sun et al. (2013)’s corpus with clinical narratives. Costa (2012) and Costa and Branco (2010, 2012) use TimeML to annotate for the first time a EP corpus with temporal information, TimeBankPT. This corpus, nonetheless, only comprises the translations of texts from the original TimeBank, as well as the same annotations with some adaptations required by language specificities.

Compared to the scheme employed by TimeBankPT, the temporal tagset and linkset that we subscribe follow more closely ISO-24617-1. As expected, bearing in mind the project’s main aim, that is, visualization of news narratives, and the necessity of not overloading the scheme with unnecessary information, some tags and links were excluded. Thus, for the temporal layer, our scheme incorporates two tags, event and times, and three links, temporal link (TLink), aspectual link (ALink) and subordination link (SLink).

The tag event marks eventualities (Bach, 1985), represented by tensed or untensed verbs, nominalizations, adjectives, predicative constructions or prepositional complements. The combination of all the required attributes, class, part of speech, tense, aspect, verb form, mood, modality and polarity, provides the necessary information about temporal, aspectual and modal features of events. With respect to the values for each attribute, we maintained the ones established by ISO-24617-1, namely for Italian, but added in the attribute mood the value future to account for its modal uses, and the modality values dever (‘must’), poder (‘can’), ter de (‘have to’) and ser capaz de (‘be able to’).

Regarding the tag times, we adopted a very simple scheme, which meets the needs of our project. The attributes that incorporate our annotation scheme are the required ones, according to ISO-24617-1, that is, type (date, time, duration and set) and value (the specific value of the type). We have also integrated two optional attributes: temporal function with the value publication time and anchor time, which are pertinent to process time expressions common in news articles, like hoje ‘today’, na sexta-feira ‘Friday’.

The sequencing of the events, that is, their ordering, is essential to depict the way the narrative evolves in time. ISO-24617-1 specifies the adequate manner to establish the events timeline, as well as the relations between events and time expressions by postulating TLinks, which we integrated in our scheme. In turn, the ALink, by specifying the relation between aspectual verbs and their event arguments, gives crucial input to create the visualizations of the events. The relevance of the SLink derives from the fact that the news articles frequently include contexts of subordinating relationships between events. We omitted the measuring link (MLink) because the information it conveys is already captured to a certain extent by the value duration for the attribute type of tag times. The values for the three links of our model are the ones proposed by ISO-24617-1.

4.1.2 Referential Layer

Pointing out to the referring expressions in a text, identifying the discourse entities denoted by those expressions, and establishing the links between them are key tasks to reference annotation, and underly referential phenomena in discourse, such as anaphora.

In our corpus, those referring expressions correspond to named entities, or participants that play an important role in the story. Therefore, we needed a framework to deal with named entities recognition and their relation throughout the news texts. ISO-24617-9 met these needs, as it is a meta-model of referential annotation that articulates the discourse domain with the linguistic domain, contributing to a comprehensive representation of the discourse entities, the referring expressions that denote them, and their relations.

Despite following the standard in its overall guidelines, we did not annotate all its categories, and both discourse entity structures and referential
expression structures were kept as simple as possible, to avoid overloading the process of annotation: the former include only information concerning the lexical head (noun, pronoun), whereas the latter include information concerning domain (individuation and types) and involvement. The individuation attribute, with the values set, individual and mass, follows ISO-24617-9 definitions, while for involvement we defined the values: 0 (the empty set); 1 (a set with only one entity); >1 (a set with more than one entity, but less than the totality of entities in the domain); all (the totality of entities in the domain = universal quantification); undef (undefined involvement).

As for types, since ISO 24617-9 does not provide a typology of named entities, we selected, considering our corpus text genre and the purpose of the project, a tagset of six named entities: PER, ORG, LOC, OBJ, NAT, OTHER. In fact, the definition of named entities is neither easy nor consensual, and there are several typologies for their classification, being the number and types of entities influenced by factors, such as the domain from which they are extracted or the purpose of its classification (for a survey on this topic, see, a.o. Nouvel et al., 2016; Goyal et al., 2018). This tagset is an adaptation of general categories depicted in the named entity classification typologies used in many other corpora, including multilayer ones. The first three named entities are common to all the annotated corpora while the others may vary.

In what concerns the relations included in ISO-24617-9, we did not include in our specifications the lexical relational links between entity structures and referring expressions (eg. synonym, antonym, hyponym, meronym), the referential status of referring expressions (old/new), and the properties of discourse entities (abstractness, animacy, alienability, natural gender and cardinality), because they were not necessary for the visual representations of news. As a matter of fact, it is more useful for visualization to mark two linguistic expressions as referring to the same participant. Thus, our analysis only considers the proposed objectal links (objectalIdentity, partOf, subset, memberOf and referentialDisjunction) between discourse entities, which allows to represent nominal anaphora’s mechanisms. Unlike many studies that focus on anaphora resolution and depict only coreferential mechanisms, leaving out other types of relations, the adopted framework allows for the marking of different types of anaphoric linkage between entities, namely direct and indirect anaphora.

4.1.3 Semantic Role Layer

The task of semantic role labelling for English texts usually uses one of the following frameworks (see also ISO 24617-4, Annex B): FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998), VerbNet (Schuler, 2005), PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005), EngVallex (Činková, 2006), and LIRICS (Petukhova and Bunt, 2008).

As for EP data, there are some proposals that approach the issue of semantic role labelling, typically using the methodology of PropBank and VerbNet. However, these proposals have a very narrow scope, working with small datasets and small lists of (typically) verbs. Some examples of these works are PropBankPT (Branco et al., 2012), a corpus of 3406 sentences translated from the Wall Street Journal, and annotated with information concerning constituency structure (phrase constituency and grammatical relations) and semantic roles; and CINTIL-PropBank (Branco et al., 2012), a corpus of 10039 sentences extracted from news and novels, and annotated with information concerning constituency structure and semantic roles. There is also ViPer (Talhadas et al., 2013), a verbal lexical database with information about the verb’s arguments semantic roles (using PropBank approach) manually annotated. However, there are some aspects of the semantic roles list that is used that can be problematic for our project (for instance, event-denoting nouns are treated as arguments of the “occurrence” type, instead of being treated as events, like in ISO-24617-1).

So, the semantic role labelling task in our project could not be based on previous work done for EP, and it had to be done from scratch. The easier way to do so was to use some established framework and adapt it to EP, but the methodology typically used in frameworks designed for English (eg. FrameNet) requires that, for each verb, a frame be compatible with Universal Dependencies, and that codifies different aspects of the anaphoric phenomena.
constructed, and the construction of each frame entails many examples with the same verb and their analysis (to identify all the meanings the verb can have and all the constructions in which it can occur), to determine its semantic selection. This work would be colossal, and impracticable taking into account the time frame and objectives of the project. Therefore, we needed a framework that would allow semantic annotation to be limited to the analysis of concrete examples of the news to be annotated. We started working with the framework provided by LIRICS, which was the most appropriate for the task. Furthermore, as LIRICS was the basis for the construction of the ISO standard for thematic annotation, there would be fewer potential problems when integrating semantic role annotation with referential and temporal annotation.

Consequently, in our project, we annotate semantic roles following ISO-24617-4 specifications in what concerns semantic roles. We do not construct entity structures, nor event structures in this level of annotation. Instead, we use the entity structures constructed in the referential annotation to deal with non-event discourse entities, and the entity structures constructed in the temporal annotation to deal with event discourse entities. The semantic role annotation consists in establishing the thematic relation between predicates and their arguments and modifiers.

4.2 Harmonizing Different Layers

The foregoing describes how the markup language used in each layer of our annotation scheme was extracted from three different standards. Although they comply with the principles for semantic annotation (ISO-24617-6), in fact, they were elaborated separately and assynchronically, and they lack information about how to combine them with each other. ISO-24617-6, in addition to defining some overall guidelines for the semantic annotation framework (SemAF), attempts at tackling some overlaps and inconsistencies between the different parts of the SemAF, but its coverage is limited. This means that, when combining different parts of the SemAF, as we did, it is expected that not only some incompatibilities may arise, but also some loose-ends and gaps may be left unsolved. Proposals such as Bunt (2019) improve the absence of some information in one particular part of SemAF by resorting to some notations from other parts of the ISO. Gaizauskas and Alrashid (2019), for instance, put forward a scheme with some annotations from ISO-24617-1/7, but do not refer to issues related to incompatibilities. Therefore, in the process of constructing our model, we had to overcome these difficulties in order to obtain a fully integrated scheme.

We began by modelling the types of structures as entity structures and link structures, and defined subtypes for each type, as described in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Text2story semantic annotation framework

This annotation structure is the first step to guarantee that all the layers are combined into a coherent annotation scheme. The entity structures, regardless of the layer to which they are associated, are available to be related among them by different types of link structures. Such unifying approach facilitates a uniform semantic representation in discourse representation structures (DRS).

The next step was to decide on the attributes and their respective values, so the information they codified would be compatible and not repetitive, as explained in the previous sections. The final annotation scheme is presented in Table 1.
The harmonization of the different annotation layers using ISO-standards presented us with some mismatches between the three ISOs, which had to be addressed and solved. As an illustration, we present two of those issues.

Concerning markables, while the thematic annotation specifications in ISO 24617-4 foretold that a clause may receive a semantic role, the referential ISO does not stipulate any entity structure for clauses. Our solution to this problem was to mark the event structure corresponding to the verbal predicate of the subordinated clause so that the semantic role link can be set up. Accordingly, in a sentence like John said that Mary went to Porto the chunk that is linked to “said” by the semantic role theme is not the whole clause, but only the verb “went”, because it has been already associated to an entity structure, more precisely to an event structure, in the temporal layer, contrary to the clause. This solution adopts a Neo-Davidsonian perspective of the relation between events and their arguments and considers that all entities with an event structure annotated in the temporal level correspond to an event argument of a predicate. So, in a Neo-Davidsonian version, the sentence above would have the following logical form: ∃e₁ [SAY (e₁) & AGENT (e₁, John) & ∃e₂ [GO (e₂) & AGENT (∃e₃, Mary) & TO (∃e₄, Porto) & THEME (e₁, e₄)]]).

However, some problems are of more difficult resolution. ISO-24617-4 envisages that some adverbial phrases may be attributed the semantic role of manner, like “tightly” in the sentence The tiny stick was fastened tightly to his wrist (ISO-24617: 23). Nonetheless, “tightly” in our framework (and in the relevant ISO-standards, for that matter) cannot be marked as any kind of entity structure. We could simply disregard it because it is a modifier, but in some cases manner adverbial phrases are complements (The child behaved badly), conveying pertinent information to the story, and, hence, they should be annotated. At this moment, we still have no means to come to grips with this conundrum.

Despite the above-mentioned hurdles, we have been able to conciliate three ISO-standards and produce a consistent and complete multilayer semantic annotation scheme, which not only adequately serves the purpose of our project, but may also contribute to other annotations’ schemes.

Table 1: Text2story annotation scheme
5 An Annotated Example

In our model, the annotation procedure consists of three stages. Example (1) will serve to illustrate the three stages.

(1) 20/03/2021
Cientistas que estudavam a erupção de um vulcão da Islândia decidiram esta sexta-feira usar a lava expelida da cratera para assar salsichas.

Scientists that were studying the eruption of a volcano of Iceland decided this Friday to use the lava expelled from the crater to roast sausages.

In the first stage, the annotator marks the entity structures of events and times, and, then, the temporal, aspectual and subordination links are established.

EVENTS
e1=estudavam class=occurrence type=process pos=verb tense=past aspect=imperfective polarity=pos vform=none mood=none
e2=erupção class=occurrence type=process pos=noun tense= none aspect= none polarity= pos vform=none mood=none
e3=decidiram class=occurrence type=transition pos=verb tense= past aspect=perfective polarity= pos vform=infinitive mood=none
e4=usar class=occurrence type= process pos=verb tense=none aspect=none polarity= pos vform=infinitive mood=none
e5=expelida class=occurrence type=transition pos=verb tense=past aspect=perfective polarity= pos vform=participle mood=none
e6=assar class=occurrence type=process pos=verb tense=none aspect=none polarity= pos vform= infinitive mood=none

TIME EXPRESSIONS
t1=20/03/2021 type=date value=20-03-2021 FunctionInDocument= publication time
t2=esta sexta-feira type=date value=19-03-2021 AnchorTimeID=t1

TLINK
e2 before e1
e3 is_included e1
e3 is_included t1
e4 after e3
e5 before e3
e6 simultaneous e4

SLINK
e4 intensional e3
e6 intensional e4

In the second stage, the participants are identified, and they are related to each other by objectal links.

PARTICIPANTS
p1=cientistas que estudavam a erupção de um vulcão na Islândia lexical head=noun individuation=individual type =per involvement= >1
p2=que head=pronoun individuation=individual type =per involvement= >1
p3=um vulcão da Islândia head=noun individuation=individual type =per involvement=1
p4=a lava expelida da cratera head=noun individuation= mass type =nat involvement=1
p5= a lava head=noun individuation=mass type=nat involvement= undef
p6=a cratera head=noun individuation= individual type =nat involvement=1
p7=salsichas head=noun individuation= individual type =obj involvement= >1

OBJECTAL LINKS
p2 ObjIdentity p1
p5 partOf p3
p6 partOf p3

In the third stage, the annotator connects participants to events by semantic role links.

SEM_ROLE_LINK
p1=agent (e3)
p2=agent (e1)
p3=patient (e2)
p4=instrument (e4)
p5=theme (e5)
p6=initial location (e5)
p7=patient (e6)
e6=purpose (e4)
p1=agent (e4)
p1=agent (e6)
e2=theme (e1)
e4=theme (e3)
After carrying out this manual annotation in the annotation tool BRAT\(^3\), our project’s pipeline includes two more modules: the Brat2DRS, which takes the annotation file generated by Brat, parses it, and creates a DRS representation; and the BRAT2Viz, which takes as input the DRS representation, and deploys a web application that produces the visualizations in the form of MSC or KG (Amorim et al., 2021).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present an annotation framework for news articles in EP that aims to provide the input for visualization processes. First, we determined what type of information was necessary to account for events and participants in the narratives, and decided that three annotation layers - temporal, referential and thematic - were required. The next step was to decide which tags and links should be used in each layer to fulfill the annotation purposes. Since interoperability is crucial when we talk about semantic resources, three standards ISO 24617-1/4/9 were utilized to create a multilayer semantic annotation scheme. Notwithstanding the fact that these standards are, in fact, themselves three parts of the same standard, when combined, some inconsistencies arise. So, we had to harmonize the three layers, to attain a cohesive annotation framework. Additionally, we sought to balance the amount of information needed to capture the news stories and the load of the annotation process.

Although this model was built to capture the structure of stories in news in EP, its scope is not limited to news nor to EP, as it can be extended to other narrative texts and other languages with some adaptations to deal with genre and language specificities. Moreover, the integration of three different layers in a single annotation framework enables formal semantic representation with DRS, which acts as an intermediate language to generate visualizations in the form of knowledge graphs, for instance.

In the future, we intend to endow our annotation scheme with more granularity. To this end, ISO standard for spatial information (ISO 24617-7) will be added to our framework. For now, spatial annotation has relied on the tags, attributes and links available in the referential and thematic layers. Likewise, a more detailed information regarding quantification of participants and of events is a component to be improved in the future. At this moment, this kind of information has a very simplified representation solely in the referential layer, which does not fully represent the different possibilities of quantification over entities.
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Abstract

The paper presents ongoing efforts in design of a typology of metacognitive events observed in a multimodal dialogue. The typology will serve as a tool to identify relations between participants’ dispositions, dialogue actions and metacognitive indicators. It will be used to support an assessment of metacognitive knowledge, experiences and strategies of dialogue participants. Based on the multidimensional dialogue model defined within the framework of Dynamic Interpretation Theory and ISO 24617-2 annotation standard, the proposed approach provides a systematic analysis of metacognitive events in terms of dialogue acts, i.e. concepts that dialogue research community is used to operate on in dialogue modelling and system design tasks.

1 Introduction

Daily life is replete with determinations about the reliability of our own thoughts and feelings as well as attributions about the thoughts and feelings of others. These metacognitive capacities underlie cognitive and social adaptation, influence decision-making, can enhance self-efficacy. Metacognition enables cognitive control needed for people to anticipate the future task demands, improves learning and performance on complex memory tasks, knowledge transfer and task switching (Taatgen, 2013). Cognitive models of metacognitive processes, when integrated into human-computer dialogue, transform the dialogue system from a reactive dialogue participant into a proactive learner, accomplished multi-tasking planner and adaptive decision maker (Malchanau et al., 2018).

Metacognitive capabilities of existing interactive systems, even of complex smart learning environments (Spector, 2014), are still rather limited so as metacognitive strategies used. To exploit the full potential of efficient metacognitive support in a dialogue system, big multimodal data samples are required to reliably identify metacognitive states accounting for a complexity of multidimensional contingencies between tasks, performed actions and participants’ cognitive and emotional dispositions. An elaborate computational model of (meta)cognitive states calls, in the first place, for a typology of metacognitive events – reflexive activities that express the sender’s mindful awareness of own and others cognitive processes, e.g. checking out and verification of attention, recognition, understanding, evaluation and regulation of content, thought processes, attitudes, preferences, assumptions and emotions. Metacognitive events should be computable/learned from a range of low level multi-sensory and psycho-physiological indicators (markers). Methods are required to transform multimodal data in a meaningful way to enable appropriate measurements of metacognition, adaptive decision-making and efficient coordination of multiple dialogue tasks. The main goal of the presented study is to provide a theoretical framework, methodological insights and experimental design to model relevant metacognitive processes, and specify a set of recognizable and measurable indicators to assess metacognition in dialogue.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews methods to assess metacognition in interactive setting. In Section 3, we specify the model of metacognitive processes within the framework of Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT). We adapt the established metacognition assessment instruments in order to discover potential correlations between dialogue acts and metacognitive events. Section 4 presents experimental design featuring data collection, processing and ISO 24617-2 compliant annotation protocols. We wrap up the paper by outlining expected project outcomes.

2 Metacognition Assessment Instruments

Assessment of metacognition traditionally involves self-reported measurements. The most widely used Metacognition Questionnaire (MCQ, Cartwright-Hatton and Wells (1997)) evaluates fac-
tors related to positive and negative metacognitive beliefs, metacognitive monitoring and judgements of cognitive confidence. Questionnaires are, however, of limited value since they are subjective and not always accurate (Schraw, 2009).

There are two online methods proposed to assess metacognition: thinking aloud and reflection when prompting. Participants speak about their own cognitive states or processes and their understanding of partner’s states and processes, or are prompted to reflect on the reasons why they chose specific actions – verbalized metacognition. The methods enable assessment of three elements of metacognition - experiences (e.g. confidence, confusion), knowledge (e.g. gaps), and strategies (e.g. actions). Think-aloud and prompting protocols provide rich information about the metacognitive processes when performing a task and are powerful predictors of test performance (Bannert and Mengelkamp, 2008). Verbalization methods are proven valid, but time consuming. Moreover, elicitation of explicit monitoring, reflection and regulation moments may disrupt or even break down the interaction process, distort its naturalness, trigger attention theft, increase cognitive load and impact negatively participants’ engagement.

There is research performed on the psycho-physiological measurement of metacognition. Physiological measures make use of EEG electroencephalography (Wokke et al., 2020), heart rate (Meessen et al., 2018), and pupil dilation (Lempert et al., 2015), but require rather complex and often expensive hard- and software set ups. Other methods exploit information about interlocutor’s behaviour via log files and efficiently combine it with questionnaire data (Linek et al., 2008).

Recently, increasing computational power and technological advances opened up new data-driven assessment scenarios. A huge diversity of inexpensive tracking and sensing devices enable rather exhaustive real-time monitoring and immediate assessment of affective cognitive states, including metacognitive aspects (Gašević et al., 2015). Significant progress has been booked in automatic affective cognitive state recognition from speech and visual signals (Kapoor and Picard, 2005; DMello et al., 2008). Large amounts of multimodal data is used to train deep learning algorithms to recognize facial expressions related to emotions and cognitive states in large variety of scenarios.

The definition and detection of metacognitive multimodal indicators requires transforming the raw multi-sensory data collected in a meaningful way so that it allows taking decisions, provide indicators of interlocutor’s performance, efficiency and preferences (Greene and Azevedo, 2010). This has been done for interaction logs, the records of sequential actions users performed in an interface. Such actions are interpreted as any communicative action, i.e. having certain communicative functions. A set of dialogue acts has been proposed for screen events by translating the human-human communication mechanisms into human-computer interactions as functions of GUI (van Dam, 2006).

Coherence and interaction analysis is applied to analyse think-aloud interviews and prompting interaction transcripts (Ericsson and Simon, 1984); modern natural language processing techniques are used (Bosch et al., 2021). In multimodal interactions that involve speech, taking notes, nonverbal communication and graphical user interface actions, metacognitive strategies are observable via interaction logs, metacognitive experiences - via recorded and tracked behaviour, and metacognitive knowledge - via speech and typed transcripts. The interaction-based approach to measure metacognition that we propose will enable real-time and non-intrusive assessment of all metacognitive aspects – experiences, knowledge and strategies.

3 Modelling Metacognitive Processes in Dialogue Interaction

Metacognitive regulation refers to adjustments individuals make to their processes to help control their task performance, learning and interaction. Metacognitive processes underlie awareness, monitoring, reflection and regulation activities (Brown, 1987). Metacognition has implicit and explicit forms,¹ and is applied to own (sender’s) and others (addressee’s) cognitive processes. In human dialogue, metacognitive processes concern reasoning about interlocutors’ intentions and knowledge, and are often modelled as parts of shared or mutual beliefs forming a common ground (Traum, 1994; Bunt, 2000). Common ground is not directly accessible. An access to self and others cognitive processes through questionnaires and think-aloud protocols is very limited; reports on own and others’ intentions can be inaccurate. (Meta)cognitive processes underlying establishing and updating common ground (grounding), on the other hand, may

¹Explicit metacognition is considered a uniquely human ability (Frith, 2012).
become accessible through or inferred from observable dialogue behaviour. For instance, gaze (re-)direction deliver information about the interlocutor attention by means of frequency and duration of gaze fixation on the Areas of Interest (AoI), but also provides an evidence about the positive versus negative emotional reaction on the fixated object. In face-to-face conversation, participants may present evidence of grounding through verbal and vocal signals, body movements and facial expressions; in interaction with graphical user interfaces, typing behaviour, mouse movements and clicks may signal changes in (meta)cognitive and motivational functioning. A metacognitive event is characterised through evidence of reflexive activities indicating any level of sender’s mindful awareness about own (sender’s) and others (partner’s) cognitive process(es):

- **Level 0**: ignore or offer false continuation;
- **Level 1**: pay and secure attention (mutual eye contact);
- **Level 2**: recognise, record change and respond with minimal signals (gaze (re-)direction, head nods, ‘mhmhm’, ‘uhu’), check out and verify recognition;
- **Level 3**: interpret, check out and verify understanding, and respond to content and feeling (‘I see what your mean...’, ‘I am confused...’);
- **Level 4**: evaluate content and feeling, inspect/compare past experiences and verify hypotheses (‘I am as worried as you are...’);
- **Level 5**: regulate and align, correct/adjust, imitate, anticipate consequences, plan the ongoing procedure (content, sequences, timing,...).

At all these levels, positive and negative beliefs concern sender’s awareness about: (i) his/her own thoughts (zero-order theory of mind abilities, Premack and Woodruff (1978)), (ii) about another person’s thoughts (first-order theory of mind), and (iii) what another person thinks about sender’s thoughts (second-order theory of mind). Consider the following example:\(^2\):

(1) du1. A: The next train is at 11:02.
   du2. B: At 11:02.
   du3. A: That’s correct.
   du4. B: Okay thanks

In 1, A in order to continue the dialogue should know that B understands his utterance du1 and believes its content \( p \). B’s utterance du2 can be considered as such evidence where B is verifying its recognition or even on a higher level – its understanding. So after du2, A believes that B believes that \( p \), and that B believes that \( p \). However, A cannot be certain that B indeed believes that \( p \), since in du2 he also seems to offer that belief for confirmation. A’s response du3 gives that confirmation. At this point A does not yet know whether his utterance has reached B and was well understood. B’s next contribution du4 provides evidence for that; upon understanding du4, A has accumulated the following beliefs:

(2) A believes that \( p \)
   A believes that B believes that \( p \)
   A believes that \( p \)
   A believes that \( p \)
   A believes that \( p \)
   A believes that \( p \)

or represented as **mutual beliefs** equal to:

(3) A believes that it is mutually believed that \( p \)

To classify and model implicit and explicit metacognitive events (acts), the framework of the Dynamic Interpretation Theory (DIT, Bunt (1999)) and the ISO 24617-2 dialogue act annotation standard (ISO, 2012) will be used. DIT has emerged from the study of multimodal human-human dialogues uncovering fundamental principles observed in such interactions. DIT and its subset ISO 24617-2 are open multidimensional dialogue act taxonomies\(^3\). They are proven to provide theoretically grounded and empirically tested inventory of dialogue acts with fine-grained semantic distinctions presenting the semantic framework for the systematic analysis and computational modelling of multimodal dialogue behaviour in many interactive settings.

Special attention will be paid to **feedback** acts which we assume are crucial for successful recognition of metacognitive events: positive and negative feedback about speaker’s own (auto-feedback) and the partner’s processing (allo-feedback) at the five processing levels: attention, perception, interpretation, evaluation and execution (Bunt, 2000).

Speaker’s repairs, (self-)corrections, partner completions and hesitations (silent and filled pauses) are assumed to strongly correlate with moments of reflection and may reveal speaker’s cognitive confidence. **Managing allocation of time, turn, struc-\(^2\)Adapted from (Bunt et al., 2007).

---

\(^3\)DIT, Release 5.2 and ISO 24617-2, Second Edition are available on [https://dit.uvt.nl/](https://dit.uvt.nl/)
### Table 1: Tentative mapping between metacognitive actions, associated MCQ dimensions and DIT/ISO24617-2 dialogue acts illustrated with examples of possible multimodal metacognitive indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metacognitive Activity</th>
<th>MCQ Dimension</th>
<th>Dialogue Act</th>
<th>Qualifier (example)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>cognitive (self-)conciseness</td>
<td>Auto-/Allo-Feedback</td>
<td>pos. attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contact Man.</td>
<td>pos. perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>neg. attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>neg. perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>check indication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>responsiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(dis)engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>cognitive confidence</td>
<td>Auto-/Allo-Feedback</td>
<td>pos./neg. interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time Management</td>
<td>stalling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Own Communication Management</td>
<td>retraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>pos./neg. evaluation beliefs</td>
<td>Auto-/Allo-Feedback</td>
<td>pos./neg. evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>elicitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>cognitive need for control</td>
<td>Auto-/Allo-Feedback</td>
<td>pos./neg. execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Own Communication Management</td>
<td>self-correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Partner Communication Management</td>
<td>correct mis-speaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discourse Structuring</td>
<td>completion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Turn Management</td>
<td>topic shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>take, keep, release, grab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**turing discourse** and **control** over issues under **discussion** concern with planning aspects. Analysing socio-emotional aspects will enable modelling of metacognitive activities related to positive, negative thoughts, feelings of uncontrollability and danger, and engagement related emotions such as boredom, enjoyment and frustration. Table 1 provides a preliminary view on associations/correlations between metacognitive activities, MCQ dimensions and DIT/ISO dialogue acts illustrated with multimodal behaviour examples. The typology will be experimentally tested and extended as described in the next Section.

### 4 Experimental Design

**Use case** The importance of metacognition has been empirically proven for negotiations (Galluccio and Safran, 2015). High self- and others- monitors are more concerned that their negotiations go well, flexibly modify their actions to better adapt to the changing dynamics of the situation, typically by using other people’s behaviour as a guide to their own. High self-monitors and -assessors are more likely to engage in argumentation and are better able to accomplish their goals.

As the use case, we will focus on patient-physician negotiations for shared decisions. Medical students and professionals tend to overestimate the value of medical knowledge and are known as poor self-monitors and self-assessors (Eichbaum, 2014). Therapy planning scenarios of varied complexity will be defined reflecting different participant’s dispositions. Interaction concerns multi-issue bargaining where each issue involves multiple negotiation **options** with preferences representing parties negotiation positions. Preferences are weighted in order of importance (strength) and defined as the participant’s beliefs about **attitudes** towards certain behaviour and **abilities** to perform this behaviour. The goal of each partner is to find out preferences of each other and to search for the best possible mutual agreement. The human participant - doctor - negotiates either with a human or artificial patient who will have different preferences and instructed (programmed) to apply several negotiation and decision-making strategies (Petukhova et al., 2019).  

**Data Collection** will be performed via a) human-human role-playing (small-scaled) and b) human-agent interactive simulations (large collections). Role-playing method is often used to collect

---

4The list of multimodal indicators is not complete, for more examples see (Petukhova, 2005).
interactive data in a controlled setting and underpins simulations of many real-life communicative situations (Bröne and Oben, 2015). Here, one participant will be randomly assigned the role of a doctor, the other participant - a patient. Each participant will receive instructions and preference profile, and asked to negotiate a mutual agreement with the highest possible value. Procedures will be specified for the settings where both participants: (1) observe others’ actions and flag problems or gaps; (2) verbalise their cognitive processes and their understanding of partner’s states and processes; (3) explain his/her choices; and (4) are involved in free flow negotiation. The former three settings will be used as reference for the analysis of metacognition in the unconstrained close to authentic interactions.

Simulations of communicative situations with human and artificial Simulated Patients (SPs) will be arranged. Regular medical communication practice often takes place in a patient-simulated setting, where Simulated Patients (SPs) are involved to portray a particular set of symptoms or roles (Kaplonyi et al., 2017). Simulations with humans provide high fidelity training, but are costly, difficult to reproduce and access. AI agents as SPs can be used to create specific situations in which physicians metacognitive processes can be activated and assessed (Petukhova et al., 2019). Moreover, simulations will impose certain restrictions in order to investigate a controlled set of communicative (metacognitive) activities and related phenomena without having to deal with unrelated details. Multimodal data will be recorded. The quality of recordings will be adapted to the application conditions, i.e. a fairly good but not perfect acoustic and visual quality will be targeted. Prior to recordings, participants will complete the short MCQ-30 questionnaire. We will account for gender and role differences.

Data Recording and Processing Participants’ speech will be transcribed by running the Kaldi-based Automatic Speech Recognizer re-trained on the medical in-domain data and correcting the output manually. Since substantial deviations in patient and physician vocabularies are assumed, language models will be adapted to both groups. OpenSMILE tool will be used to extract spectral, prosodic and voice quality features. OpenFace tool will be used to extract 2D/3D facial landmark points for eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, jawline and head, and to compute 18 Facial Action Units (AUs). OpenFace enables real-time online/off-line feature extraction from a webcam input and videos, thus no expensive sensors and tracking devices are required. To record GUI interactions, a graphical utility Atbswp in Python3 will be used to record the mouse and keyboard actions.

Multi-sensory data will be synchronised and stored in the standard tei format, and exported to ELAN to perform the ISO 24617-2 compliant annotations.

5 Expected Outcomes
The proposed project will contribute to a better understanding of metacognitive processes underlying dialogue participants decision-making and interactive performance progressing towards a computational cognitive model of social metacognition. An interaction-based method for metacognition assessment will be worked out providing an ISO-compliant typology of metacognitive events, a set of multimodal feature extraction and classification models as well as new tools for multidimensional dialogue analysis. Finally, substantial amount of multimodal data annotated with the ISO 24617-2 dialogue acts will be provided to the research community via DialogBank release.
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Abstract

We present a tagset for the annotation of quantification which we currently use to annotate certain quantified statements in fictional works of literature. Literary texts feature a rich variety in expressing quantification, including a broad range of lexemes to express quantifiers and complex sentence structures to express the restrictor and the nuclear scope of a quantification. Our tagset consists of seven tags and covers all types of quantification that occur in natural language, including vague quantification and generic quantification. In the second part of the paper, we introduce our German corpus with annotations of generalising statements, which form a proper subset of quantified statements.

1 Introduction

Quantification is a core element of human language because it allows us to make statements about groups or classes of entities, in contrast to statements about individually referenced entities.

One subtype of quantified statements are generalising or generic (for now summarised as generalising) statements that involve quantification over assumed members of a class rather than contextually given entities. These generalising statements are particularly interesting for NLP applications that operate on discourse-level, e.g. in knowledge extraction (e.g. Bhakhavatsalam et al., 2020) and argumentation mining (e.g. Becker et al., 2016). But also in computational literary studies, generalising statements can be viewed as indicators (i.e. features) for meta-level phenomena such as passages of (self-)reflection (cf. Lahn and Meister, 2016, p. 184) or passages addressing real-world issues within a fictional text (e.g. Vesper, 2014).

Put very concisely, one traditionally differentiates between (determiner or generic) quantification on NP-level and (adverbial or generic) quantification on clause-level (Krifka and Gerstner, 1987; Partee, 1990; Krifka, 2016), which is also reflected in certain annotation schemes (cf. Friedrich et al., 2015). However, for such higher-level applications, where the presence of quantification or, more specifically, generalisation serves as a feature, the syntactic or semantic structure of quantified statements plays only a subordinate role. Therefore, performing a syntactic and/or semantic analysis during the annotation would be laborious but not expedient—especially in domains where sentences tend to employ a complex syntactic structure, such as literary texts. Moreover, quantified statements are not always marked by an overt linguistic marker but can also be covertly quantified in the case of generic statements.

For generalisation specifically, previous work commonly differentiates between generalisation over (kinds of) individuals and generalisation over recurring events/situations (Krifka et al., 1995; Carlson, 2011; Friedrich and Palmer, 2014). Similar to the syntactic categorisation, this is not only an insufficient differentiation if one is interested in generalising statements as a whole; it further constitutes a limitation, since it is possible to quantify (and thus generalise) over other types of entities than the two just mentioned. We shall expand on the theoretical syntactic and semantic considerations in Section 2 and give an overview of related practical challenges in literary texts in Section 3.

Considering both the theoretical and practical aspects, we developed a tagset and annotation guidelines for generalising statements that are neither bound to syntactic nor to semantic properties and preserve only the information which is most important in our view: the type of quantification (universal/existential/vague etc.). This shallow annotation scheme allows a comparatively fast annotation of generalising statements, which is especially valu-
able in the literary domain. Since our annotation scheme can be used for quantified statements in general, we will present it as such in Section 4 and turn to generalising statements in Section 5. Afterwards, Section 6 presents details about our corpus and annotation process. Sections 7 and 8 discuss related and future work, respectively.

2 Quantification

In English (and in German), quantificational notions are typically triggered by determiners, e.g. all, most etc., or adverbs, e.g. always, usually etc. Following Lewis (1975), Kamp (1981) and Heim (1982), we assume quantified statements to consist of a tripartite logical form consisting of the quantifier $Q$, the restrictor and the nuclear scope:

$$Q[x : restr(x)][scope(x)]$$

We subsume determiners and adverbs to both function as quantifiers in this model:

(2) a. Most horses have four legs.
   b. Always $[x : horse(x)][\text{four-legged}(x)]$

(3) a. Usually, a horse has four legs.
   b. Usually $[x : horse(x)][\text{four-legged}(x)]$

This approach enables us to include various clause-level forms of quantification into a unifying analysis. The forms can differ in syntactic realisation; Table 1 shows some examples for how quantifier, restrictor and nuclear scope can be realised in natural language, beyond determiners/adverbs and common noun phrases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantifier</th>
<th>Restrictor</th>
<th>Nuclear scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>determiner,</td>
<td>subordinate clause,</td>
<td>main clause,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adverb,</td>
<td>if-clause,</td>
<td>assertion,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negation,</td>
<td>common NP,</td>
<td>predication,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generic</td>
<td>topic</td>
<td>focus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples for tripartite-structure components (Partee, 1990, p. 10)

3 Challenges in Literary Texts

We are interested in the distribution of such structures as “general statements” or “statements of universal validity” in German fictional texts. Therefore, we are aiming at annotating quantified statements in any form they may occur in. Our corpus consists of fictional texts written or published between 1650 and 1950. Hence, we are not only confronted with complex sentence structures, which are typical for literary texts, but also with older versions of German. We need an annotation concept that lets us capture quantified expressions in all their variety. Although our research does not primarily focus on the surface quantification, but on the generalising function that these structures fulfil, our work has a solid foundation in (formal) linguistics, as we will show in Section 4. Therefore, the transfer of theoretical knowledge about quantification into computational linguistics turns out to be a challenge—especially for analysing the literary domain. Particularly, we are facing three main challenges: First, the default formal analysis of quantification by defining quantifier, restrictor, and scope (as established in the previous section) can be highly complex in sentences of fictional writing. On top of that, German allows comparatively long and complex multi-clause sentences, especially in older language variants. This issue is illustrated in (7), where we already cut out several embedded if-clauses (German: wenn ‘if’) out of this one sentence. The English translation in (7’) does not take the various if-clauses on and splits them up into separate sentences:

(7) Wenn Luciane, meine Tochter, die für die Welt geboren ist, sich dort für die Welt bildet, [...]; wenn sie durch Freiheit des Betragens, Anmut im Tanze, schickliche Bequemlichkeit des Gesprächs sich vor allen auszeichnet und durch ein angeborenes herrschendes Wesen sich zur Königin des kleinen Kreises macht, wenn

(7’) If Luciane, my daughter, who was born for the world, itself formed for the world [...]; if she is by freedom of action, grace in dance, elegant ease of conversation, which is outstanding among all and through an innate commanding nature she becomes the queen of the little circle, when
die Vorsteherin dieser Anstalt sie als kleine Gottheit ansieht, die nun erst unter ihren Händen recht gedeiht, die ihr Ehre machen, Zutrauen erwerben und einen Zufuß von andern jungen Personen verschaffen wird, wenn [...] so ist dagegen, was sie schließlich von Ottilien erwähnt, nur immer Entschuldigung auf Entschuldigung [...]. (Goethe, WV)

(7') Luciana, my daughter, born as she is for the world, is there training hourly for the world [...] She distinguishes herself above every one at the school with the freedom of her carriage, the grace of her movement, and the elegance of her address, and with the inborn royalty of nature makes herself the queen of the little circle there. The superior of the establishment regards her as a little divinity, who, under her hands, is shaping into excellence, and who will do her honor, gain her reputation, and bring her a large increase of pupils; [...] while her concluding sentences about Ottilie are nothing but excuse after excuse. (Goethe, EA, p. 23 f.)

If-clauses, as in (7) can be considered as restrictors (compare Table 1); and the then-clause (German: so ‘then’) can be considered as nuclear scope. Our first problem manifests itself here: The if-clauses form a list of coordinated restrictors for only one scope, and it remains unclear how many individual quantified statements there are or whether the individual restrictors are meant to be joined by logical conjunction or disjunction. Resolving such issues would require a laborious and—in our case—redundant analysis.

For ease of presentation, we shall only use English examples in the following, taken from official translations. The original examples are provided in the appendix (B).

Second, we have to deal with ambivalent syntactic structures, leading to scope ambiguity. If a sentence carries more than one quantifier, different readings arise due to the dominant quantification.

(8) Help upon the spot is the thing you often most want in the country. (Goethe, EA, p. 49)

In (8) we find two generic expressions (help upon the spot and the country) combined with the adverbial often. Third, the absence of overt markers for quantification is a greater problem than an over-presence. The generic NPs (cf. Leslie and Lerner, 2016), e.g. business and life in (9), certainly have a generalising function in this context, but are not overtly quantified.

(9) Business requires earnestness and method; life must have a freer handling. (Goethe, EA, p. 46)

In the following section, we will present our annotation tagset, which allows us to tackle these issues.

4 A Tagset for Quantified Statements

The complete tagset is summarised in Table 2. Because of the challenges associated with identifying restrictor and scope of a quantified statement, we do not annotate them separately. Instead, we label the whole span which contains quantifier, restrictor and scope. The tags in our tagset represent the (semantic) type of quantification. We take clauses as the smallest unit of annotation, meaning that one quantified statement may comprise one clause, as in (10), or several clauses, as in (11–12). Punctuation at annotation boundaries is omitted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>overt universal quantification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEIST</td>
<td>overt majority quantification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIST</td>
<td>overt existential quantification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAHL</td>
<td>overt numerical quantification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV</td>
<td>overt vague quantification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARE</td>
<td>none of the above + covert quantification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>any of the above + negation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Tagset

We use brackets to indicate annotation spans and subscripts to denote tags. The following subsections motivate the individual tags.

4.1 Precise Quantification

Natural language employs a clear-cut set of mathematically precise quantifiers, whose meanings can be defined using set relations (see Table 3). All
of these quantifiers are expressed by a number of lexemes at the surface of a sentence. $\forall$ is expressed by all, every, always, everywhere etc., and $\text{MOST}$ usually appears as most(ly) or main(ly). Statements with these quantifiers should be labelled with the tags ALL and MEIST (German for “MOST”), respectively:

(13) There is lime, you remember, [which shows the strongest inclination for all sorts of acids—a distinct desire of combining with them]$_\text{ALL}$. (Goethe, EA, p. 55 f.)

(14) [Men think most of the immediate—the present]$_\text{MEIST}$: (Goethe, EA, p. 16)

$\exists$ is associated with the indefinite article $a/an$ in classical Fregean semantics (Zalta, 2020), as $(15a)$ and $(15b)$ exemplify. Fodor and Sag (1982) note, however, that a statement as in $(15a)$ rather is ambiguous between the quantified interpretation in $(15c)$ and the referential interpretation in $(15d)$ (cf. von Heusinger, 2000)$^1$. We follow this analysis and do not consider indefinite NPs to be markers for existential quantification. Instead, statements with a meaning as in $(15c)$ are treated as genuine generic quantification (see Section 4.4); and statements with a meaning as in $(15d)$ must not be labelled since they do not contain quantification.

(15) a. A man walks
b. $\exists [x : \text{man}(x)] [\text{walk}(x)]$
c. $\text{GEN} [x : \text{man}(x)] [\text{walk}(x)]$
d. $\text{walk}(\epsilon, x \text{man}(x))$

We use the tag EXIST for explicit existential statements instead. In English, such statements can be formulated with the expression there is/are or the verb exist:

(18) a. [Fairy-tale creatures exist]$_\text{EXIST}$
b. $\exists [x] [\text{fairy-tale.creature}(x)]$
c. $\text{GEN} [x : \text{fairy-tale.creature}(x)] [\text{exist}(x)]$

(19) a. [Most fairy-tale creatures exist]$_{\text{EXIST}+\text{MEIST}}$
b. $\text{MOST} [x : \text{fairy-tale.creature}(x)] [\text{exist}(x)]$

The last type of precise quantifiers are numerical quantifiers, which either express absolute counts ($\exists^{\text{Rn}}$) or proportions ($Q^{\text{Rn}/m}_{\text{prop}}$). Numerical quantifiers are composed of numerals, such as one, two, half, third, dozen, hundred, percent, million, corresponding to $n$ (and $m$). Numerals are optionally combined with an expression like at least, exactly, up to etc., corresponding to a mathematical relation $R \in \{=, <, >, \leq, \geq, ...\}$:

(20) a. Five men walk
b. $\exists^{5} [x : \text{man}(x)] [\text{walk}(x)]$

(21) a. At least five men walk
b. $\exists^{\geq 5} [x : \text{man}(x)] [\text{walk}(x)]$

There are different theories on how to analyse such existential statements, differing in the question whether existence is a quantifier or a predicate and, in case of the latter, what kind of predicate it is (McNally, 1998; Moltmann, 2013). Although we do not have a preference for either analysis, we can observe that the verb exist must sometimes be analysed as a scope predicate rather than a quantifier. For example, it could be analysed either as existential quantifier or predicate of a covert quantifier in (18), whereas the quantifier analysis is not possible in (19) because of the overt quantifier MOST. The difference between (18b) and (18c) is very subtle and it is not always easy or even possible to identify the correct analysis—especially because a generic quantifier can also have an existential interpretation (Cohen, 2004). Therefore, and because we prefer to keep all occurrences of exist in one class, we label all occurrences with EXIST and treat cases like (19) as double quantification (see Section 4.3).

$^1$The expression $\epsilon, x P(x)$ returns an entity which satisfies the predicate $P$, based on the choice function $\epsilon$ (Avigad and Zach, 2020).
a. Up to two thirds of men walk
b. \(Q^{2/3}_{\text{prop}}[x : \text{man}(x)][\text{walk}(x)]\)

Numerical quantification should be labelled with the tag ZAHL (German for “NUMBER”).

(25) The county had always gone Conservative and it was a matter of honor to go Conservative again, as Luther had said, “[Even if the world were full of a thousand devils] ZAHL.” (Fontane, Stechlin, p. 140)

The reader might argue that “almost all” as in (26) also has a mathematical definition (that is “all but finitely many”) and should thus receive a separate tag. In natural language, however, almost modifies the truth value of a statement rather than its quantification (Kilbourn-Ceron, 2014). In fact, almost can appear in combinations with other quantifiers (see (27)) and without any quantifier (see (28)) as well, hence we do not include a separate tag for “almost all” in our tagset. We also treat similar modifiers like hardly, nearly, more or less etc. as not affecting the type of quantification.

(26) [And so for starters he’s got to conquer everything, almost all the towns roundabout and all the castles for sure] ALL. (Fontane, Stechlin, p. 82)

(27) [Almost five men walk] ZAHL

(28) “You must let me make what will seem a wide sweep; we shall be on our subject almost immediately.” (Goethe, EA, p. 53)

4.2 Vague Quantification

In addition to the precise quantifiers, one can find a broad range of vague quantifiers in natural language, whose truth conditions cannot be defined precisely. Some lexemes are few, some\(^3\), many, rarely, occasionally, commonly, often; and multi-word expressions like as a rule or in general can also express vague quantification. The vagueness makes it difficult to determine how many semantically different quantifiers there are—if not every lexeme represents its own quantifier. For example, is often the same as frequently? We therefore group all vaguely quantified statements under the tag DIV (for “diverse”):

(29) “[Our excellent superior commonly permits me to read the letters in which she communicates her observations upon her pupils to their parents and friends] DIV. (Goethe, EA, p. 43)

(30) “It concerns our friend the Captain,” answered Edward; “you know the unfortunate position [in which he, like many others, is placed] DIV. (Goethe, EA, p. 13)

4.3 Multiple Quantification

As mentioned in Section 3, several quantifiers can occur within a statement; or several quantified statements can be nested as in (31). Annotations from overlapping statements do not affect each other, hence this is no multi-label case in the sense of having multiple tags for one statement. It can become a multi-label case if one merges tags on token or clause level, though, e.g. for measuring annotator agreement or evaluating a quantification tagger.

Statements that contain more than one overt quantifier, on the other hand, should receive all corresponding tags, as in (32). We treat the assigned tags as a set, meaning that every of the five tags for overt quantification can be assigned only once to a statement, even if there are e.g. several quantifiers qualifying for the ALL tag, as in (33).

(31) His entrance into the regiment more or less coincided with the beginning of the reign of Friedrich Wilhelm IV, [and whenever he mentioned that fact, he took pleasure in poking a bit of fun at himself by stressing that “[all great events have their accompanying secondary phenomena] ALL.”]

\(^2\)A potentially conflicting case is \(Q^{1/2}_{\text{prop}}\), which is mathematically equivalent to MOST. Following Hackl (2009), who provides evidence for a cognitive difference between more than half and most, we label these expressions as follows:

(23) a. [Most of the men walk] MOST
b. MOST\([x : \text{man}(x)][\text{walk}(x)]\)

(24) a. [More than half of the men walk] ZAHL
b. \(Q^{1/2}_{\text{prop}}[x : \text{man}(x)][\text{walk}(x)]\)

\(^3\)The authors of this paper intensely discussed whether the German manch, which has a similar meaning to that of some, should be DIV or EXIST, because some scholars analyse manch/some as existential quantifier (e.g. Löbner, 2005; Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet, 2000, p. 310). We decided to label manch with DIV since it usually implies an indefinite but substantial (vague) number of entities (Dudenredaktion, n.d.). (Furthermore, the determiner does not quite fit in the EXIST class from a morphological perspective.) We suggest that one should classify statements with some as DIV by the same argument. Note that manch always causes a quantificational interpretation (with singular and with plural NPs), whereas some can also cause a referential interpretation (like the indefinite article in (15d)) when combined with a singular NP (Winter, 1997). In the latter case, no tag would be assigned.
(Fontane, Stechlin, p. 3)

(32) [Whoever eats meat sometimes is a murderer forever]ALL+DIV

(33) [Every Pope loves all his subjects equally]ALL

The individual quantifiers within a statement do not always employ an unambiguous hierarchy, or the hierarchy becomes apparent after labourious semantic analysis only. Therefore, we do not opt for an ordering of the tags in the case of multiple quantification.

There are more morphosyntactically complex quantifiers in natural language than we could discuss in the previous subsections (see Keenan and Paperno (2012) for an extensive overview). Complex quantifiers should be decomposed whenever no single tag is applicable, which can also result in a multi-label annotation:

(34) [All but two men walk]ALL+ZAHL

4.4 Generic Quantification

In opposition to the other quantifiers discussed so far, the generic quantifier GEN is covert, i.e. it is not marked by a specific lexical item. Instead, there is a broad range of surface forms that can mark genericity. The statements in (35), for example, (cf. Carlson, 2011) all make a general claim about lions.

(35) a. The lion is ferocious
b. Lions are ferocious
c. A lion is ferocious
d. GEN[e : lion(x)][ferocious(x)]

While (35) shows generic statements about entities, (36) shows generic statements about events. Note that we only show one possible analysis in (36c), although several interpretations are possible due to scope ambiguities.

(36) a. John eats meat
b. John used to eat meat
4
c. GEN[e : eat(e) ∧ agent(e, x)][
GEN[y : meat(y)][patient(e, y)]]

Consecutively, (37) is a generic statement over both entities and events:

(37) a. [Lions eat meat]BARE

b. GEN[e : lion(x)][
GEN[e : eat(e) ∧ agent(e, x)][
GEN[y : meat(y)][patient(e, y)]]

We are aware that some semanticists would replace some of the generic quantifications in (37b) by existential quantifications or even non-quantificational expressions. This illustrates, however, how difficult it is to find covert generic quantifiers compared to overt quantifiers as in (38).

(38) a. [Most lions always eat some meat]ALL+DIV+MEIST
b. MOST[e : lion(x)][
∀[e : eat(e) ∧ agent(e, x)][
SOME[scope(y)][patient(e, y)]]

With increasing complexity of sentence structures—as in fictional texts—, it is simply impossible to determine all covert quantifiers unambiguously in the annotation process. However, if no overt quantifier appears in a statement and the statement still has a quantificational meaning then there must be a covert quantifier somewhere. Hence quantified statements without any overt quantifier should be labelled with the tag BARE.5

(39) [The country people have knowledge enough]BARE, [but their way of imparting it is confused]BARE, [and not always honest]NEG. [The students from the towns and universities are sufficiently clever and orderly, but they are deficient in personal experience]BARE.

4.5 Negation

Negation can occur in different syntactic positions and cause problematic cases during the annotation. If the quantifier or the scope in a universally or existentially quantified statement is negated, its meaning could be expressed as both a universal or existential quantification, following the negation rules for quantifiers:

(40) ¬∀[restr(x)][scope(x)]
≡ ∃[restr(x)][¬scope(x)]

5It might be confusing why the passage about the country people in (39) is fragmented whereas the passage about the students is not. According to our annotation guidelines, two or more subsequent quantified statements should be joined if they receive the same tag and the restrictor or the scope stay the same. This condition is not fulfilled for the former passage where the restrictor firstly shifts from country people to their way of imparting it and the tag secondly changes from BARE to NEG.

---

4Ignoring tense. The German pflegen zu ‘use to’ can also be used in present tense; unfortunately, there seems to be no equivalent present-tense construction in English.
All students in the classroom take notes

The case becomes even more complicated with ambiguous negation lexemes. The determiner no could be analysed as $\neg \exists$ or $\neg \text{GEN}$, hence the statement in (42a) could be analysed as both (42b) and (42c).

\[
\begin{align*}
(42) & \quad a. \quad [\text{No lion sleeps}]_{\text{NEG}} \\
& \quad b. \quad \neg \exists [x : \text{lion}(x)][\text{sleep}(x)] \\
& \quad \equiv \forall [x : \text{lion}(x)][\neg \text{sleep}(x)] \\
& \quad c. \quad \neg \text{GEN}[x : \text{lion}(x)][\text{sleep}(x)] \\
& \quad \equiv \text{GEN}[x : \text{lion}(x)][\neg \text{sleep}(x)]
\end{align*}
\]

This means that one could find arguments to label (42a) with any of EXIST, ALL, or BARE. Resolving (ambiguous) negation would require to know whether it applies to the quantifier, restrictor or scope of a statement, and a set of detailed definitions for how one should annotate cases as in (40–42). Again, such a detailed analysis does not fit our aim of developing a simple annotation procedure. The simplest solution to this issue is to assign a special tag NEG for quantified statements with any negation in it. NEG then replaces all other tags that one could assign:

\[
(43) \quad [\text{And there are many cases [...] in which we are obliged, and in which it is the real kindness, rather to write nothing than not to write}]_{\text{NEG}}. \quad \text{(Goethe, EA, p. 20)}
\]

5 Generalising Interpretations

In the previous section, we presented a tagset for quantification. However, our research does not focus on quantified statements in general but only on generalising statements, which we consider to be a subset of quantified statements. The main purpose of our research is to find generalising statements in fictional works of literature to investigate their narratological function. Our working definition for generalisation results from previous work on the re-interpretation of universal quantifiers: Löbner (2005) already notes two interpretations for every (originally the German counterpart jede) as in (44), namely 1) a concrete quantification over contextually determined instances, and 2) a generic quantification over assumed instances. Similarly, Leslie et al. (2011) found that adults frequently judge universal statements as in (45) true, despite knowing that there are counterexamples. Leslie et al. (2011) conclude that all can be interpreted as a generic quantifier instead of a universal quantifier, and calls this the “generic overgeneralisation effect”.

\[
(44) \quad \text{Every child is entitled to a place in school}
\]

\[
(45) \quad \text{All ducks lay eggs}
\]

According to these works, an “overgeneralised” (universal) statement seems to be characterised by two properties:

1. The quantification involves assumed instances, i.e. not all restricted instances are contextually determined.

2. The statement is accepted as true (in the context of utterance) although there is not enough evidence for its trueness (because of unknown instances), or there is evidence for its falsehood (because of known counterexamples).

Quantified statements that fulfil both properties are clearly generalising whereas statements fulfilling none of them clearly are not. Statements that fulfil only one of the properties are harder to classify, which is why we want to briefly discuss them in the following.

For examples (i) and (ii) in Table 4, imagine a classroom situation in which all students take notes. Then there is no doubt that (i) is true. Furthermore, some (but not all) of the students look the worse for wear; hence there is not enough evidence to claim (ii) as being true. Thus, one could call (ii) a “generalisation” from a subset of the students to all of them, taking the ordinary meaning of “generalisation” into account. However, the additional (cognitive) process of generalising to any assumed instances is missing, which is why it is no generalising statement in our sense.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instances assumed</th>
<th>Trueness erroneously accepted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) All students in the semantics class take notes</td>
<td>(ii) All students in the semantics class are broke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) All triangles have three sides</td>
<td>(iv) All ducks lay eggs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The restrictor in (iii) and (iv) includes all triangles or ducks, respectively. Hence the quantified instances include assumed/unknown instances. Still, even for triangles which one does not know, one can infer that they have three sides (because otherwise they would not be triangles by definition). Therefore, we do not consider such \textit{(quasi-)} definitional statements (Leslie et al., 2011) to be generalising.\footnote{Generic is not the same as generalising by our definition: Since generic quantification can also be used to express definitional statements (e.g., \textit{triangles have three sides}), not all generic statements are generalising statements.}

Having only looked at universal quantification so far, we now claim that generalisation can occur with every natural-language quantifier, and frequently does so in literary texts. Many of the examples shown in previous sections are in fact generalising; additional examples for each tag are given in the appendix (A). Unlike Leslie et al. (2011) and Löbner (2005), we do not claim that the quantifier in a generalising statement is re-interpreted as generic quantifier. Based on our observations (cf. Sec. 6), we suppose that generic quantification is a frequent but not the only type of quantification used to express generalisation.

\section{Corpus and Annotations}

We currently construct a diachronic corpus of German fictional literature from 1650 to 1950. As of now, we annotated generalising interpretations in ten texts—excluding some additional texts from a pilot annotation for developing our annotation guidelines. CATMA\footnote{https://catma.de/} appeared to be most suitable for annotating fictional texts and became our tool of choice. In order to create a versatile dataset and save resources, we annotate only the beginning of every text (usually the first about 200 sentences).

Our annotation procedure is as follows: Each text is first annotated by two out of six student assistants. In a second step, two researchers glance over the text again, focusing on the statements that were annotated by at least one annotator, discuss the annotations and create an expert annotation as gold standard. Arguably, this procedure is prone to false negatives, i.e. statements that none of the annotators identified are likely to be missed while creating the gold standard.

We measure inter-annotator agreement on token-level (excluding punctuation) using $\kappa$ (Fleiss et al., 2003), treating the occurring tag combinations as classes (i.e. none, ALL, ..., ALL+DIV, ...). Since the annotators vary between texts, we first compute the agreement separately for each text. The average agreement is shown in Table 5. On average, there is substantial agreement of 0.67 for annotating generalising statements (GI+Q). The relatively high standard deviation of 0.20 indicates that there is a great variance between texts and/or annotators. Additionally, we compute the agreement when just distinguishing between “no tag” and “any tag”, i.e. “not generalising” vs. “generalising” (GI). The values are almost identical to those for GI+Q, indicating that the overall agreement is mainly influenced by the agreement on what is a generalising interpretation. To estimate the applicability of our tagset, we also compute the agreement for only those tokens that received a tag by all annotators, i.e. those tokens where the annotators agreed that they are part of a generalising statement (Q). Here, we see an average agreement of 0.85, which is significantly higher than that for GI, indicating that annotating quantification is comparatively straightforward.

Annotation results can be found in Table 6. Within 2,791 annotated sentences (61,979 tokens), 728 generalising statements occur (in the gold standard), which have an average length of 17 tokens. We can see that most generalising statements use plain generic quantification (BARE); followed by universal quantification (ALL) and vague quantification (DIV). Generalising statements with existential quantification (EXIST) or majority quantification (MEIST) are far less common. Note, however, that the counts do not directly reflect a “generalisation potential” of the individual quantification types since some quantification types occur with a higher frequency than others in the first place. We removed the tag ZAHL from our annotation.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{c c c c c c c c}
\hline
GI+Q & GI & Q \\
\hline
$\kappa$ & $\sigma$ & $\kappa$ & $\sigma$ & $\kappa$ & $\sigma$ \\
.67 & .20 & .68 & .22 & .85 & .14 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Mean inter-annotator agreement ($\kappa$) over all texts and corresponding standard deviations ($\sigma$); see text for column meanings.}
\end{table}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{c c c c c c c c}
\hline
& ALL & MEIST & EXIST & DIV & BARE & NEG & Total \\
\hline
GI+Q & 151 & 7 & 17 & 76 & 332 & 145 & 728 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Number of generalising statements in all texts}
\end{table}
guidelines because generalising interpretations for numerical quantifiers hardly occurred during the pilot annotation (and ever since then).

7 Related Work

While the data in the existing corpora that are annotated with phenomena related to generalisation usually originates from the domains traditional for NLP, such as news and internet communication, we investigate generalisation in fiction, a more complex domain. To the best of our knowledge, there are no corpora on generalisation or genericity for German and our work reduces this gap.

Most existing resources focus on noun phrases, often in the context of coreference resolution. A detailed survey on generics in the coreference resolution research can be found in Nedoluzhko (2013).

Friedrich et al. (2015) provide a survey of genericity-annotated corpora for English. They note that ACE corpora (Mitchell et al., 2003; Walker et al., 2006) are most widely used, e.g. by Reiter and Frank (2010), to identify generic noun phrases using a supervised approach.

Friedrich et al. (2015) were the first to suggest an annotation scheme for generic statements where both clauses and their subject NPs are annotated with the labels “generic” and “non-generic”. However, they only consider kind-referring generics and exclude e.g. habitual statements. In a subsequent work, Friedrich et al. (2016) investigate both habituals and kind-referring generics as two separate situation entity types, alongside with states and events, in a sentence classification task.

Many of the existing works use a limited set of labels: generic/non-generic or generic/specific. Herbelot and Copestake (2010, 2011) use a tagset similar to ours: ONE, SOME, MOST, ALL, QUANT. However, their concept is quite different: The authors assume that covertly quantified NPs are not generic but underspecified and label those NPs according to how many members of a class they refer to.

Bhakthavatsalam et al. (2020) create a large knowledge base of generic statements. The metadata in this knowledge base includes the term (restrictor) and the quantifier. They also include statements with an overt quantifier but “generic interpretation”.

Contrasting the previously mentioned shallow annotation schemes, Bunt et al. (2018) / Bunt (2019) propose an annotation scheme for quantification that consists of several layers for syntactic and semantic representations but does not incorporate solutions for generics/habituals, yet.

Donatelli et al. (2019) suggest to expand the existing Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) framework for the semantic annotation of sentences (Banarescu et al., 2013) by marking aspect and tense. As for aspect, they include such categories as “habitual” that characterise a regular recurrence of an event or state, and “stable” that characterises states and includes generalisations over kinds.

In comparison to the discussed approaches, we do not limit ourselves to NPs or clauses but annotate entire statements. Our tagset provides tags for overt quantification as well as covert generic quantification. Regarding the annotation of generalising statements, we jointly consider generalisations about entities, events and other types, that have been predominantly studied separately in the past.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented an annotation scheme for quantified phenomena using the example of generalisation. Our tagset matches every quantifier occurring in natural language to a particular tag, based on semantic criteria. We propose a shallow annotation that combines quantifier, restrictor and nuclear scope into a common annotation span, where the smallest unit of annotation is a clause. This approach is suitable for large-scale annotations which aim to investigate the distribution of quantified phenomena in a corpus, or to mark quantified statements to serve as feature input in follow-up applications. As a first step in this direction, we introduce our corpus of fictional texts that are annotated with generalising interpretations (among other phenomena). Moreover, we are working on an automatic tagger for generalising statements.
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A Examples for Quantified Statements with Generalising Interpretations

(46) [In all natural objects with which we are acquainted, we observe immediately that they have a certain relation to themselves]_ALL_. (Goethe, EA, p. 53)
(47) [Heroism is the exception]BARE [and mostly the product of a separate situation]MEIST. (Fontane, Stechlin, p. 19)

(48) [But there are also fruits which are not outward, which are of the true germinal sort, and which develop themselves sooner or later in a beautiful life]EXIST. (Goethe, EA, p. 43)

(49) On New Year’s Day he was to follow him, and spend the Carnival at his house in the city, where Luciana was promising herself infinite happiness from a repetition of her charmingly successful pictures, [as well as from a hundred other things]ZAHL. (Goethe, EA, p. 240)

(50) In providing against accidents, [which, though common, yet only too often find us unprepared]DIV, they thought it especially necessary to have at hand whatever is required for the recovery of drowning men (Goethe, EA, p. 48)

(51) “[We are strange creatures]BARE,” said Edward, smiling. “[If we can only put out of sight anything which troubles us, we fancy at once we have got rid of it]BARE. (Goethe, EA, p. 25)

(52) [A fellow from Friesack better not have a name like Raoul]NEG. (Fontane, Stechlin, p. 4)

B German Versions of Translated Examples

Numbers are identical to those of the corresponding translations in the main part of the paper. Note that the German version sometimes receives another annotation than its English translation because the quantification may differ.

(8') [...] und augenblickliche Hülfe ist doch immer das, was auf dem Lande am meisten vermißt wird]ALL. (Goethe, WV)

(9') [...] trenal alles, was eigentlich Geschäft ist, vom Leben! (Goethe, WV)⁹

(13') Gedenken wir nur des Kalks, [der zu allen Säuren eine große Neigung, eine entschiedene Vereinigungslust äußert]ALL! (Goethe, WV)

(14') [Die Männer denken mehr auf das Einzelne, auf das Gegenwärtige]BARE [...] (Goethe, WV)

(16') [...] da sind zum dritten die, die den Meeresgrund absuchen wie 'ne Wiese]EXIST. (Fontane, Stechlin)

(17') [Aber es gibt dergleichen noch, es muß dergleichen geben oder doch wieder geben]EXIST. (Fontane, Stechlin)

(25') Die Grafschaft habe immer konservativ gewählt; es sei Ehrensache, wieder konservativ zu wählen. »Und ob die Welt voll Teufel wär'! BARE. (Fontane, Stechlin)

(26') Da kommt hier so Anno Domini ein Burggraf ins Land, und das Land will ihn nicht, [und er muß sich alles erst er- obern, die Städte beinah und die Schlösser gewiß]ALL. (Fontane, Stechlin)

(28') Wenn es mir erlaubt ist, dem Scheine nach weit auszuholen, so sind wir bald am Platze. (Goethe, WV)

(29') [Unsere vortreffliche Vorsteherin läßt mich gewöhnlich die Briefe lesen, in welchen sie Beobachtungen über ihre Zöglinge den Eltern und Vorgesetzten mitteilt]DIV. (Goethe, WV)

(30') »Es betrifft unsern Freund, den Hauptmann,« antwortete Eduard. »Du kennst die traurige Lage, [in die er, wie so mancher andere, ohne sein Verschulden gesetzt ist]DIV. (Goethe, WV)

(31') Dieser sein Eintritt ins Regiment fiel so ziemlich mit dem Regierungsantritt Friedrich Wilhelms IV. zusammen, [und wenn er dessen erwähnte, so hob er, sich selbst persiflierend, gerne hervor, »daß alles Große seine Begleiterscheinungen habe]ALL.«BARE. (Fontane, Stechlin)

(39') [Die Landleute haben die rechten Kenntnisse]BARE; [ihre Mitteilungen aber sind konfus]BARE [und nicht ehrlich]NEG. [Die Studierten aus der Stadt und von den Akademien sind wohl klar und ordentlich]BARE; [aber es fehlt an der unmittelbaren Einsicht in die Sache]BARE. (Goethe, WV)

(43') [Und doch ist es in manchen Fällen [...] notwendig und freundlich]DIV,

⁹In English, this sentence is declarative, whereas in German it is imperative. Therefore, it is not annotated in German.
lieber nichts zu schreiben, als nicht zu schreiben\textsc{neg}. (Goethe, WV)

(46') [An allen Naturwesen, die wir gewahr werden, bemerken wir zuerst, daß sie einen Bezug auf sich selbst haben\textsc{all}. (Goethe, WV)

(47') [Heldentum ist Ausnahmezustand\textsc{bare} und meist Produkt einer Zwangslage\textsc{meist}. (Fontane, Stechlin)

(48') [...] [aber es gibt auch verschlossene Früchte\textsc{exist}, [die erst die rechten, kernhaften sind und die sich früher oder später zu einem schönen Leben entwickeln\textsc{bare}. (Goethe, WV)

(49') Aufs Neujahr sollte ihm dieser folgen und das Karneval mit ihm in der Stadt zubringen, [wo Luciane sich von der Wiederholung der so schön eingerichteten Gemälde sowie von hundert andern Dingen die größte Glückseligkeit versprach\textsc{zahl} (Goethe, WV)

(50') [Da man auch die gewöhnlichen und dessen ungeachtet nur zu oft überraschenden Notfälle durchdachte, so wurde alles, was zur Rettung der Ertrunkenen nötig sein möchte, um so mehr angeschafft\textsc{div} (Goethe, WV)

(51') »[Wir sind wunderliche Menschen\textsc{bare}« sagte Eduard lächelnd. »[Wenn wir nur etwas, das uns Sorge macht, aus unserer Gegenwart verbannen können, da glauben wir schon, nun sei es abgetan\textsc{bare}. (Goethe, WV)

(52') [Wer aus Friesack is, darf nicht Raoul heißen\textsc{neg}. (Fontane, Stechlin)
Abstract
This short paper provides background information for the shared quantification annotation task at the ISA-17 workshop, a.k.a. the Quantification Challenge. The role of the abstract and concrete syntax of the QuantML markup language are explained, and the semantic interpretation of QuantML annotations in relation to the ISO principles of semantic annotation. Additionally, the choice of the test suite of the Quantification Challenge is motivated.

1 Introduction
The ISA-17 Quantification Challenge was motivated by the decision of the International Organisation for Standardisation ISO to develop an international standard for the annotation of quantification in natural language, extending the series of standards for semantic annotation called the ISO Semantic Annotation Framework (SemAF, ISO 24617)). Other parts of this series include standards for the annotation of

1. time and events (ISO 24617-1, ‘ISO-TimeML’);
2. dialogue acts (ISO 24617-2, ‘DiAML’);
3. semantic roles (ISO 24617-4);
4. spatial information (ISO 24617-7, ‘ISO-Space’);
5. discourse relations (ISO 24617-8, ‘DR-Core’);
6. coreference (ISO 24617-9, ‘Reference Annotation Framework’).

Also belonging to this series is the meta-standard ISO 24617-6, ‘Principles of semantic annotation’, which defines a common methodological framework for developing other parts of SemAF.

As the first steps in the development of an annotation standard for quantification, preliminary studies have been conducted and reported at LREC 2018 (Bunt, Lee and Pustejovsky, 2018), at IWCS 2019 (Bunt, 2019), and in a technical report of Tilburg University (Bunt, 2021) in which the markup language QuantML is defined. On the basis of these studies, the document ISO WD 24617-12 was drafted. The ISA-17 Quantification Challenge is intended to identify the strengths, limitations, and deficiencies of the QuantML proposal by inviting experts in quantification and/or in semantic annotation to explore the application of QuantML in the annotation of a range of test sentences that display some of the phenomena that the future standard would hope to cover.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes the ISO Principles of semantic annotation, especially where it concerns the architecture of a semantic annotation scheme, including the design of an abstract syntax and the specification of a concrete syntax plus the significance of a compositional semantics of the (abstract syntactic structures of the) annotations, and applies this to the QuantML annotation scheme. Section 3 introduces and motivates the choices in the test suite used in the Quantification Challenge.

2 QuantML
2.1 Annotation scheme architecture
The usual definition of a markup language consists of the specification of a number of XML elements, attributes, and values, that can be used to form descriptions of the linguistic properties of certain stretches of text or speech, called ‘markables’. The definitions of TimeML (Pustejovsky et al., 2007) and SpatialML (Mani et al, 2010) illustrate this.

According to the ISO Principles of semantic annotation ISO 24617-6; see also Bunt (2015) and
Pustejovsky et al. (2017)) a semantic annotation scheme has a three-part architecture consisting of (1) an abstract syntax that specifies the possible annotation structures at a conceptual level as set-theoretical constructs, such as pairs and triples of concepts; (2) a concrete syntax, that specifies a representation format for annotation structures (for example using XML); (3) a semantics that specifies the meaning of the annotation structures defined by the abstract syntax.

The distinction of an abstract and a concrete syntax is motivated by the fundamental distinction between ‘annotations’ and ‘representations’, made in the Linguistic Annotation Framework (ISO standard 24612, see also Ide and Romary (2004). An ‘annotation’ captures certain linguistic information, independent on a particular representation format, while a ‘representation’ specifies a format for representing annotations. In the three-part architecture, ‘annotations’ are the conceptual structures defined by the abstract syntax (and called ‘annotation structures’); ‘representations’ correspond to the particular format in which these structures are expressed (which we will usually call ‘annotations’, following the most common usage of this term). ISO standards for semantic annotation are intended to apply not at the level of representation formats, but at the level of the information they represent: the level of conceptual annotation structures.

The third component of a semantic annotation scheme, the specification of a semantics of annotation structures, is a requirement specific of semantic annotations, the requirement of semantic adequacy (Bunt and Romary (2002)): if the annotations would not have a well-defined semantics, it would not be clear what semantic information they add to the natural language expressions they annotate. Defining the semantics at the level of the abstract syntax puts the focus of an annotation to every well-formed annotation structure.

The three parts of the annotation schema are related through the encoding function $F_e$ and the interpretation function $I_M$. In particular, a requirement for the relation between abstract and concrete syntax is that the concrete syntax is complete and unambiguous (Bunt (2010)) for the abstract syntax, i.e. every annotation structure has a representation in the concrete syntax, and every representation is the encoding of exactly one annotation structure. In other words, $F_e$ is a total function and so is its inverse $F_e^{-1}$. The semantic component should also be complete: every annotation structure has a semantic interpretation.

Two types of structure are distinguished in an abstract syntax: entity structures and link structures. An entity structure contains semantic information about a segment of primary data and is formally a pair $\langle m, s \rangle$ consisting of a markable ($m$), which refers to a segment of primary data, and certain semantic information ($s$). A link structure contains information about the way two or more segments of primary data are semantically related. In QuantML three types of entity structure are defined (participant structures, event structures, and modifier structures) and two types of link structure (participation links and scope links). Participation links relate participants to events; scope links indicate scope relations between participants. See further Section 2.3.

The three-part structure of a semantic annotation scheme does not need to frighten the users of such a scheme: annotators (human or automatic) only have to deal with concrete representations. They can rely, however, on the abstract syntax and its
semantics that comes with the definition of the scheme, in particular when in doubt how to use the concrete syntax for annotating certain linguistic phenomena: rather than just relying on annotation guidelines, which are bound to be incomplete, they check the semantics for the precise implications of the choices offered by the concrete syntax.

2.2 QuantML concrete syntax

A concrete QuantML syntax is specified here in the form of an XML representation of annotation structures. For each type of entity structure, defined by the abstract syntax, a corresponding XML element is defined; each of these elements has an attribute @xml:id whose value is a unique identification of (the information in) the element, and an attribute @target, whose value anchors the annotation in the primary data, having a markable as value (or a sequence of markables). In addition, these elements have the following attributes:

1. the XML element `<entity>`, for representing participant structures, has the attributes @domain, @involvement, @definiteness and optionally @size (default value: ≥ 1);

2. the XML element `<event>`, for representing event structures, has the attribute @pred for specifying an event type;

3. the XML element `<qDomain>`, for representing a quantification domain: has the attributes @source (with multiple values in the case of a conjunctive specification) and @restrictions;

4. the XML element `<sourceDomain>`, for representing quantification source domain specifications without modifiers: has the attributes @pred and @individuation;

5. the XML element `<adjMod>`, for representing adjectival modifiers, with the attributes @pred and @distr, and optionally the attribute @restrictions;

6. the XML element `<nnMod>`, for representing nouns as modifiers, with the attributes @pred and @distr, and optionally @restrictions;

7. the XML element `<ppMod>`, for representing PP modifiers, with the attributes @pRel, @pEntity, @distr and @linking;

8. the XML element `<relClause>`, for representing relative clauses, with the attributes @semRole, @clause, @distr and @linking;

9. the XML element `<possRestr>`, for representing possessive restrictions, with the attributes @possessor, @distr, and @linking.

For the two types of link structure defined by the abstract syntax, a corresponding XML element is defined:

- `<participation>` has the attributes @event, @participant, @semRole, @distr, and @evScope (default value: “narrow”), and optionally @exhaustiveness (default value: “non-exhaustive”), @rep (repetitiveness, default value: ≥ 1), and @polarity (default value: “positive”);

- `<scoping>` has the attributes @arg1, @arg2, @scopeRel.

2.3 QuantML abstract syntax

The QuantML abstract syntax defines the following entity structures ⟨m, s⟩ with markable m and semantic content s:

1. Participant structures: s is a triple or quadruple ⟨DS, q, d, N⟩, where DS is a domain specification, q is a specification of domain involvement, d is a definiteness, and N is a numerical size specification (optional).

2. Event structures: s is a predicate denoting an event domain.

3. Modifier structures: s contains a predicate for (NP head) noun modification by an adjectives, noun, prepositional phrase, relative clause, or possessive restriction, plus parameters for specifying properties of the modification.

The following link structures are defined:

1. Participation links: A 6-9 tuple as shown in (4), where the first two components are the linked event and participant structures, and the other components indicate properties of the way in which the participants are involved in the events, specifying a semantic role (R), a distribution (d), an event scope (σ) that specifies whether the event structure has wider or narrower scope than the participant structure, and optionally an exhaustiveness (ξ), a repetitiveness (ρ), and a polarity (p).
2. Scope relation links: triples \( \langle \text{participation link}, \text{participation link}, \text{scope relation} \rangle \).

The conceptual inventory of the abstract syntax includes:\footnote{This listing is slightly simplified. For the full specification see Bunt (2020).}

1. predicates that characterise quantification domains, corresponding to the meanings of common nouns of the language of the primary data;
2. predicates that characterise event domains, corresponding to the meanings of verbs (and some other lexical items);
3. predicates corresponding to the meanings of adjectives or prepositions;
4. relations that denote semantic roles; for this purpose, the semantic roles defined in ISO 245617-4 (Semantic roles) are used;
5. binary and ternary relations for specifying proportional domain involvement, such as most, 'half', 'total', and "between";
6. non-numerical quantitative predicates for specifying domain involvement, like some and several;
7. parameters for specifying definiteness, polarity, distributivity, individuation, relative scoping, repetitiveness and exhaustivity.

Quantification annotation is associated with the units that in linguistics are called (small) clauses, i.e. a finite verb and its arguments. This is the level of syntactic structure where issues arise of the relative scoping of quantified participants in different roles, as well as relative scoping of event quantification and participant quantification. Annotation structures at this level are quadruples consisting of an event structure, a set of participant structures, a set of link structures that relate participants to events, and a set of link structures that specify scope relations; see (5), where \( \epsilon_{ev} \) is an event structure; \( \epsilon_{P1} \ldots \epsilon_{Pn} \) are participant structures; \( L_{P1}, \ldots, L_{Pn} \) are participation link structures, and \( sc_1, \ldots, sc_k \) are scope link structures.

\begin{align*}
(5) \quad & A = \langle \epsilon_{ev}, \{\epsilon_{P1}, \ldots, \epsilon_{Pn}\}, \{L_{P1}, \ldots, L_{Pn}\}, \\
& \quad \{sc_1, \ldots, sc_k\}\rangle
\end{align*}

2.4 Semantics

The design of QuantML was inspired by the theory of generalized quantifiers (GQT, Barwise and Cooper 1981; Keenan and Westerstaahl, 1997), combined with neo-Davidsonian event semantics (Davidson, 1967; Parsons, 1990), viewing natural language quantifiers as properties of sets of participants involved in sets of events. Champollion (2015) has shown the viability of this type of combination.

QuantML has an interpretation-by-translation semantics in the form of a compositional, recursive translation of annotation structures to Discourse Representation Structures (DRSs) as defined by (Kamp and Reyle, 1993). If the annotation structure is fully connected, i.e., if (1) all participant entity structures are linked to an event structure, and (2) for any two participant entity structures linked to the same event structure the relative scopes are specified, then the interpretation function delivers a standard DRS; if one or both of these conditions are not satisfied, then the interpretation delivers an underspecified DRS (UDRS, Reyle, 1984).

The QuantML semantics is compositional in the sense that the interpretation of an annotation structure is obtained by combining the interpretations of its component entity structures and participation link structures in a manner that is determined by the scope link structures. Combining GQT Casting the semantics in this form is particularly convenient for combining annotations of quantification with other types of semantic information, using annotation schemes of the ISO Semantic Annotation Framework (SemAF) and annotation scheme plug-ins (Bunt, 2019).

The semantic entities that correspond to participant entity structures may be of any kind: real-world objects, abstract entities, events, individual concepts, intentional and intensional entities, hypothetical and fictional entities. The design of QuantML aims to be neutral with respect to ontological and linguistic views on the existence of objects of various kinds and the need for them in semantic accounts of natural language.

Note that a participation link structure embeds the linked event structure and participant structure, to the effect that the annotation structures as defined by the abstract syntax are nested structures, as opposed to their flat XML-representations. The interpretation of a fully-connected annotation structure is therefore determined by the interpretation
of the participation link structures.

The semantics of a participation link structure is a combination of the semantics of its components by means of the interpretation function \( I_Q \) as specified in (6), where \( \cup \) is the operation of merging two DRSs, as defined in DRT, and \( \cup^* \) is the scoped merge operation, defined below in (11).

\[
(6) \quad a. \quad I_Q(\epsilon_E, \epsilon_P, R, d, \text{narrow}) = (I_Q(\epsilon_E) \cup^* I_Q(\epsilon_P)) \cup I_Q(R, d, \text{narrow})
\]
\[
b. \quad I_Q(\epsilon_E, \epsilon_P, R, d, \text{wide}) = (I_Q(\epsilon_E) \cup^* I_Q(\epsilon_P)) \cup I_Q(R, d, \text{wide})
\]
\[
c. \quad I_Q(\epsilon_E, \epsilon_P, R, d, \text{free}) = (I_Q(\epsilon_E) \cup I_Q(\epsilon_P)) \cup I_Q(R, d, \text{free})
\]

As an illustration, consider sentence (7), with its annotation and interpretation shown in Figure 1.

(7) All the students read three papers

A quantifier of the form “All the D” is interpreted as a DRS of the form (8), where capital letters are used for discourse referents that correspond to non-empty sets of individuals. This DRS says that there is a non-empty subset \( X \) of the quantification domain \( D \) containing all the contextually distinguished students, using the subscript ‘0’ to indicate the contextually determined ‘reference domain’ or ‘context set’ (Westerståhl, 1985)). This subset \( X \) contains those elements of the reference domain that participate in a set of events. For the quantifier “All the students” this leads to the interpretation (8b).

Similarly, the annotation of the quantifier “three papers” leads to the interpretation (8c).

(8) a. \( [X | x \in X \leftrightarrow D_0(x)] \)

b. \( [X | x \in X \leftrightarrow \text{student}_0(x)] \)

c. \( [Y | |Y| = 3, y \in Y \rightarrow \text{paper}(y)] \)

For the semantic role \( R \), the distribution \( d = \text{‘individual’} \), and the event scope \( \sigma = \text{‘narrow’} \), the interpretation of the third component in (6) is the DRS in (9), which says that there is a non-empty participant set of which every member has the role \( R \) in a non-empty set of events:

\[
(9) \quad I_Q(R, \text{individual}, \text{narrow}) = [X | x \in X \leftrightarrow D_0(x), x \in X \rightarrow [E | e \in E \rightarrow R(e, x)]]
\]

Application of (6) and merging the DRS in (9) with the DRSs interpreting the participant structure and the event structure, results in (10) for the interpretation of the annotation of the sentence in (7).

\[
(10) \quad [X | x \in X \leftrightarrow \text{student}_0(x), x \in X \rightarrow [Y | |Y| = 3, y \in Y \rightarrow [E | \text{paper}(y), e \in E \rightarrow [[\text{agent}(e, x), \text{theme}(e, y)]]]]
\]

The scoped merge operation is designed to combine the information about quantified participation in two participation link structures, and is defined as follows:

(11) The scoped merge operation combines the information in its argument DRSs into a DRS that reflects the relative scoping of the quantifications involved, as well as the relative scoping of participants and events, while unifying the event discourse referents in the two arguments. (If this unification is not possible, then the operation fails.)

For annotation structures that do not fully specify the relative scopes of all the sets of participants involved in the same events, the semantic interpretation takes the form of a set of (sub-)DRSs that express the semantics of the participation link structures, plus the scope restrictions for their possible combination. Such an interpretation is known in DRT as an underspecified DRS (UDRS, Reyle, 1994).

A detailed specification of the semantics of QuantML annotation structures can be found in the technical report Bunt (2020), available on the ISA-17 website https://sigsem.uvt.nl/isa17/TiCC_Report_Quantification-12-Print.pdf.

3 The Quantification Challenge test suite

3.1 Quantification phenomena

The Quantification Challenge test suite has been constructed in such a way that its sentences illustrate the coverage of the QuantML proposal, with a number of challenging borderline cases that invite speculation and creativeness in finding adequate annotations. More specifically, the test suite covers the following phenomena:

- Definiteness and determinacy of NPs. Where an NP like “the students” is obviously definite, and semantically determinate, less obvious is how to characterize “some of the students” or “one of my friends”.
- Attributive and predicative adjectives.
- Deictic NPs such as “I” and “you”. 

(7) All the students read three papers.

Markables:
m1 = all the students, m2 = students, m3 = read, m4 = three papers, m5 = papers.

QuantML annotation:
<entity xml:id=x1 target=#m1 domain=#x2 involvement=all definiteness=det/>
<sourceDomain xml:id=x2 target=#m2 pred=student/>
<event xml:id=e1 target=#m3 pred=read/>
<entity xml:id=x4 target=#m4 domain=#x4 involvement=3 definiteness=indet/>
<sourceDomain xml:id=x2 target=#m2 pred=student/>
<participation event=#e1 participant=#x1 semRole=agent distr=individual evScope=narrow/>
<participation event=#e1 participant=#x3 semRole=theme distr=individual evScope=narrow/>
<scoping arg1=#x1 arg2=#x2 scopeRel=wider/>

Annotation structure:
\[ A = \{ \epsilon_v, \{ \epsilon_{P_1}, \epsilon_{P_2} \}, \{ L_{P_1}, L_{P_2} \}, \{ s \} \} = \]
\[ = \{ (m_3, \text{read}), \{ (m_1, (m_2, \langle \text{student,count} \rangle, \text{all}), \text{det}, (m_4, \langle m_5, \langle \text{paper,count} \rangle \rangle, 3, \text{indet}) \}, \}
\[ = \{ (m_3, \text{read}), \{ m_1, (m_2, \langle \text{student,count} \rangle, \text{all}, \text{indet}), \text{agent, individual, narrow}, \}
\[ = \{ (m_3, \text{read}), \{ m_4, (m_5, \langle \text{paper,count} \rangle, 3, \text{indet}), \text{theme, individual, narrow}, \}
\[ = \{ (m_3, \text{read}), \{ m_1, (m_2, \langle \text{student,count} \rangle, \text{all}, \text{det}, (m_4, (m_5, \langle \text{paper,count} \rangle, 3, \text{indet}), \text{wider}) \}
\]

c. Semantics:
\[ I_Q(A) = I_Q(L_{P_1}) \cup^* I_Q(L_{P_2}) \cup^* I_Q(\epsilon_v) = \]
\[ [X | x \in X \leftrightarrow \text{student}_0(x), x \in X \rightarrow [Y | y \in Y \rightarrow [E | \text{paper}(y), e \in E \rightarrow [\text{agent}(e, x), \text{theme}(e, y)]]])]

Figure 1: Example annotation with abstract syntax and semantics

- Scope ambiguities, as in “The editors didn’t see a misprint”.
- Conjoined NPs, like “Bert and Alice”.
- Relative clauses.
- Proper names.
- Temporal quantifiers, such as “twice”, “two to three times”, and “every hour”.
- Negations.
- Mass NPs.
- Anaphoric possessive pronouns (“his”, “their”).
- Complex possessives, as in “The headmaster’s children’s toys”.
- Collective quantifications, as in “These machines combine 12 parts”, interpreted as saying that each of the machines every time combines twelve parts.
- Exhausitve quantification.
- Quantification with unspecific distribution, as in “The boys carried the boxes upstairs”.
- Complex NN-modifications, like “new corona virus infections”.

3.2 Markables

The sentences in the test suite all come with a suggestion for substrings to be used as markables in the annotation. This is to make the comparison of annotations made by different annotators easier. Concerning the choice of markables for a given (small) clause, first of all every NP is naturally a markable, describing a set of participants (or possibly a single participant), and the main verb (possibly with modifiers) is another markable, corresponding to the events in which the participants are involved. Other markables are those words that correspond to the predicates of the conceptual inventory in the abstract syntax and those in the concrete syntax, notably as values of the @pred attribute. This concerns all nouns, adjectives, prepositions, and numerical as well as non-numerical terms.

A direct consequence of this way of distinguish-
ing markables, is that they may overlap; for example, the markable for an NP overlaps with the one for its head noun. In such a case, the numbering of markables is determined in the first place by its left boundary, and if they have the same left boundary, than by the linear position of the right boundary. So in the sentence “Most of the students passed the exam”, “Most” is numbered as markable m1, and “Most of the students” as markable m2.

Markables may be discontinuous, for example, in “The boys carried the boxes upstairs”, the words “carried upstairs” is a discontinuous markable. Following the ordering convention of Discontinuous Phrase Structure Grammar (Bunt, 1996), the numbering of discontinuous markables is determined by their leftmost element, and if two such markables have the same leftmost element then by their next element, and so on.

3.3 Annotation guidelines

The documentation for annotating and interpreting the sentences of the test suite, in particular the technical report (Bunt, 2018), defines concepts and provides guidelines for dealing with these phenomena. These guidelines have not yet been very well developed, and a secondary purpose of the ISA-17 Quantification Challenge, besides the identification of its strengths and weaknesses for annotating quantification phenomena in a semantically adequate way, is to obtain a good picture of the ways in which these guidelines can be improved and extended. The introduction of decision trees to support annotators in choosing the right values of QuantML attributes may for example be an attractive direction.
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Abstract

The paper presents a discourse-based approach to the analysis of argumentative texts based on the assumption that the coherence of a text should capture argumentation structure. Therefore, existing discourse analysis tools can be successfully applied for argument segmentation and annotation tasks. We tested widely used Penn Discourse Tree Bank parser (Lin et al., 2010) and the state-of-the-art neural network NeuralEDUSeg (Wang et al., 2018) and XLNet (Yang et al., 2019) models on discourse segmentation and discourse relation recognition tasks. The two-stage approach outperformed the PDTB parser by broad margin, i.e. the best achieved F1 scores of 21.2% for PDTB parser vs 66.37% for NeuralEDUSeg and XLNet models. Neural network models were fine-tuned and evaluated on the argumentative corpus showing a promising accuracy of 60.22%. The complete argument structures were reconstructed for further argumentation mining tasks. The reference Dagstuhl argumentative corpus containing 2,222 elementary discourse unit pairs annotated with the top-level and fine-grained PDTB relations will be released to the research community.

1 Introduction

Enormous and ever growing digital content provides information where opinions, sentiment and arguments can be identified and analysed. For example, news and social media content is searched to filter or weight the validity of statements (Rowe and Butters, 2009), to identify the presence of fake news and false claims (Popat et al., 2018), to analyse opinions in public discussions (Murakami and Raymond, 2010), to detect opinion manipulation (Cambria et al., 2010), to predict consumers sentiment (Bai, 2011), to study citizen engagement (Purpura et al., 2008), and to recognize stance in political online debates (Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2010; Walker et al., 2012). Arguments from legal (Moens et al., 2007), financial (Hogenboom et al., 2010) or medical (Sanchez Graillet and Cimiano, 2019) documents are extracted to support professional decision-making. Natural argumentation is the focus of numerous educational scenarios assessing student’s essays quality (Stab and Gurevych, 2017) and training argumentation and debate skills (Ashley et al., 2007; Petukhova et al., 2017). Automatic extraction and analysis of arguments from heterogeneous data is one of the important tasks of argumentation mining which aims to provide structured data for computational models of argument and reasoning engines (Lippi and Torroni, 2016).

While for some applications, an argument can be considered as an atomic entity without internal structure, for others defining its structure becomes crucial. For example, to recognize the speaker ‘stance’1 in online debates, the whole post can be acknowledged as an argument in ‘favour’ or ‘against’ a certain motion. An argument is, therefore, analysed given the other supporting or attacking arguments (Dung, 1995). Other argumentation mining tasks require structured argumentation models, e.g. tasks that aim at understanding and emulation of human inference, investigating patterns of reasoning, and tasks that focus on extraction and validity assessment of arguments.

Identification and classification of argument components are rather challenging tasks (Aharoni et al., 2014). The argument definition, the description of elementary units and building blocks of an argument, relations between and inside these units, the argument structures and argumentation schemes are still under debate. A simple argument structure is often considered as consisting of a claim that is supported by evidence (Mochales and Moens, 2011; Aharoni et al., 2014). A claim is an assertion that the argument aims to prove, i.e. a claim is a conclusion whose merit must be estab-

---

1Stance is defined as an overall position held by a person towards an idea or attitude (Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2009).
lished. Evidence presents (a set of) proposition(-s) which provide grounds for drawing the conclusion.

Automatic recognition of relevant semantic units involves two tasks: (1) segmentation of a text into meaningful units; and (2) annotation of these units capturing (part of) their meaning. Many argumentation mining studies assume that the boundaries of the argument components have been previously detected by other means, thus they focus on the classification task (Stab and Gurevych, 2014; Eckle-Kohler et al., 2015). Other consider segmentation as a sub-task and perform both segmentation and classification (Levy et al., 2014; Rinott et al., 2015).

We define argument structure recognition to involve: (1) segmentation of a text into elementary argumentative units assuming that they correspond to elementary discourse units; (2) discourse relation detection between them; (3) classification of the identified relations; (4) classification of the identified argumentative units based on the classified discourse relations; and (5) argument completion – reconstruction of implicit units to achieve a complete argument structure, see also (Peldszus and Stede, 2013). In this study we evaluate state-of-the-art discourse parsers and machine learning models on automatic segmentation and discourse relation classification tasks, and then apply them to extract arguments from argumentative texts.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work concerning argument structure recognition. Section 3 presents established discourse theories as theoretical and empirical framework for argument analysis and argumentation modelling. The connection to the existing ISO 24617-8 standard for discourse relation annotation is made. Section 4 discusses the performed experiments elaborating on the datasets, tools and outcomes. Section 5 summarizes the results and outlines the future research.

2 Related Work

Peldszus and Stede (2013) defined Argumentative Discourse Units (ADUs) as text segments corresponding to propositions that are argumentatively relevant and have their own argumentative function. ADUs reflect different ways to support a claim (Fig. 1), e.g. with the basic argument configuration consisting of a conclusion supported by exactly one premise, as in example (1) below. If there are multiple premises supporting a conclusion together, the structure is called linked support as in (2). Multiple premises which support the conclusion independently form a multiple support as in (3). Serial support links arguments to the conclusion where an argument contributes to further development of an already given argument (4). Peldszus and Stede (2013) consider the example shown in (5) to be a special form of support.

1. [Books are better than TV.]
2. [Books are better than TV.]
3. [They change your perspective on life]
4. [Gay marriage is wrong.]
5. [Personal pursuit is better than advancing the common good.]

Since not every text is argumentative and, therefore, subjected to an argumentative analysis, identification of its type can be considered as a preliminary step, and together with the topic context may provide valuable information for the argument component identification. Levy et al. (2014) introduced the notion of a context-dependent claim – a general concise statement that directly supports or contests a given topic. Rinott et al. (2015) detect context-dependent evidence – text segments that directly support a claim in the context of a given topic. Contextual information has served as an important source for argument component identification in
Figure 2: PDTB and RST-DT annotations for a WSJ 1172 paragraph (Demberg et al., 2019), where 1 refers to Arg1 and 2 to Arg2 in PDTB; N stands for Nucleus and S for Satellite in RST; and (a-d) are RST-DT’s Elementary Discourse Units.

Kuribayashi et al. (2018); Opitz and Frank (2019); Aker et al. (2017); Shnarch et al. (2018).

Mining arguments from diverse corpora based on topic can pose certain problems. A well-established topic is not always easy to determine or a text can cover several topics and the discussion can shift between them throughout the entire text. Lippi and Torroni (2015) proposed a method for context-independent claim detection. The approach relies on the assumption that argumentative sentences share the structure independently of the addressed topic. This technique was successfully applied for legal texts (Lippi et al., 2015), clinical trials (Mayer et al., 2018) and social media (Liga, 2019).

Cross-domain approach to the argumentation mining has been explored in a number of studies. Rosenthal and McKeown (2012) detect claims from two different data sets, LiveJournal and Wikipedia. Al Khatib et al. (2016) experimented with a wider range of text types and topics addressing politics, culture, religion, sport, economy, and health. Deep learning techniques were applied in cross-domain and multi-task learning scenarios (Eger et al., 2017; Daxenberger et al., 2017; Stab et al., 2018; Schulz et al., 2018; Morio and Fujita, 2019; Mensonides et al., 2019; Wambgsanass et al., 2020).

Argument structure is often viewed through the prism of discourse theory and ADU components are defined based on discourse units which proves that argumentation and discourse characteristics, and these structures are closely related. Peldszus and Stede (2016) explored the mapping between discourse and argument(ation) structures based on the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST, Mann and Thompson (1988)) and those of Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT, Lascarides and Asher (2008)). Stede et al. (2016) assesses the role of discourse parsing features for argumentation structure prediction. Cabrio et al. (2013) and Hewett et al. (2019) translated the general simple argument structure into several discourse-based schemes to perform analysis and evaluation of natural language arguments, see also (Teufel et al., 1999; Palau and Moens, 2009; Petukhova et al., 2017). Eckle-Kohler et al. (2015) assessed the role of discourse markers for claims and evidence detection. In Hofmockel et al. (2017), the impact of the genre on different realizations of discourse relations is evaluated. Green (2018) applied the genre-based approach to scientific (e.g. biological/biomedical) texts.

3 Discourse Analysis

Discourse theory aims at explaining the coherence of a text. Its central notion is coherence, also called rhetorical or discourse relation - a semantic or pragmatic relation between two adjacent text spans. Even though text coherence and argumentation structure are not identical, discourse structure can reveal new unexplored properties of argumentation. Bridging from discourse to argumentation, Peldszus and Stede (2013) chooses the RST framework where all parts of a text are involved into a discourse structure and organized as a tree, with Elementary Discourse Units (EDUs) as leaves. An EDU is a minimal building block of a discourse tree which typically corresponds to a clause (Carlson and Marcu, 2001). RST specifies how EDUs and larger units are connected, where some text spans are more important than the others, i.e. nucleus or multiple nucleus are the central part of a relation in the text supported by a satellite. The corresponding RST tagset contains 78 discourse relations which can be grouped into 16 classes sharing one type of rhetorical meaning.

Another influential discourse analysis frame-
work is defined within Penn Discourse Tree Bank (PDTB, Prasad et al. (2005)). PDTB does not make
strong assumptions about the overall structure of a
text and does not suggest what kinds of high-level
structures may be created from the annotated low-
level relations and arguments. The PDTB analysis
is focused on the discourse relation between two
text segments called Arg1 and Arg2 which can be
treated as EDUs. PDTB accounts for the lexical
items that can signal discourse relations – discourse
connectives. In the case of explicit connectives,
Arg2 is the argument to which the connective is
syntactically bound, and Arg1 is the other argu-
ment. In the case of relations between adjacent
sentences, Arg1 and Arg2 reflect the linear order
of the arguments, with Arg1 before Arg2. PDTB
does not constrain an EDU to be a single clause or
single sentence, however, the framework follows
a minimality principle requiring an argument to
contain the minimal amount of information needed
to interpret the relation successfully. The PDTB
annotation scheme forms the basis of the ISO DR-
Core (ISO 24617-8) discourse relations annotation
standard (Bunt and Prasad, 2016).

Even though RST and PDTB annotation frame-
works make different assumptions about the dis-
course structure and define different sets of rela-
tions, Demberg et al. (2019) suggest an automatic
alignment of their relations and evaluates the map-
ing discrepancies. Figure 2 compares PDTB and
the RST Treebank (RST-DT, Carlson et al. (2003))
annotations of the WSJ-1172 paragraph of Penn
Tree Bank (PTB, Marcus et al. (1993)).

Discourse analysis within both annotation frame-
works includes (1) segmentation of the text into
EDUs; and (2) the recognition of discourse rela-
tions between these units. Discourse parsers
typically perform both tasks. For example, Lin
et al. (2010) designed a full parser to perform the
PDTB annotations. The system first identifies dis-
course connectives, label the corresponding Arg1
and Arg2 spans and assign an Explicit rela-
tion. If no connective was identified, the system
classifies the statement pair as having one of the
other relation types, i.e. Implicit, EntRel, AltLex, NoRel.

Wang and Lan (2015) extended the parser with
extractors for Arg1, Arg2 and Non-EntRel re-
lations. Qin et al. (2016) improved recognition
of the implicit relations. Recent works explore
deep learning techniques which use architectures
for multi-task learning (Liu et al., 2016; Lan et al.,
2017; Van Ngo et al., 2019) or adversarial neural
networks (Qin et al., 2017; Huang and Li, 2019).

While many studies focus exclusively on the
discourse relation recognition assuming that the
text is already pre-segmented, others also consider
discourse segmentation task. Early generation seg-
mementers were rule-based systems (LeThanh et al.,
2004; Tofiloski et al., 2009), whereas more recent
approaches view this task as sequence labeling
problem and use deep learning (Hernault et al.,
2010; Bach et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2018). Mul-
tilingual discourse segmentation is addressed in
(Braud et al., 2017; Muller et al., 2019; Desai et al.,
2020).

The presented study concerns both segmentation
and classification tasks assessing the performance
of the state-of-the-art tools on the argumentative
corpus. Design and results are reported in the next
Section.

4 Experimental Design

We conducted the following experiments: (1) evalu-
ating the quality of the existing full discourse
parsers on EDUs segmentation and relation classifi-
cation tasks; (2) two-stage discourse segmentation
and relation annotation; (3) application and evalua-
tion of the best performing model to identify and
classify argument components in the argumentative
corpus; and (4) completion of argument structure
by reconstructing implicit claims. Figure 3 shows
the experimental workflow.

4.1 Datasets

There are two corpora used in this study: Penn
Discourse Treebank 2.0 (PDTB 2.0, Prasad et al.
(2008))3 – a large scale corpus annotated with in-
formation related to discourse structure and dis-
course semantics, and Dagstuhl15512 ArgQuality
(Wachsmuth et al., 2017) – a corpus of segmented
arguments annotated with argument quality scores.
PDTB 2.0 consists of 2,159 articles from Wall
Street Journal (WSJ) divided into 25 sections. In
total, there are 40600 discourse unit pairs anno-
tated with different relations. We provide a list of
relations and their distribution in the Appendix.

3PDTB 2.0 is an extended version of the PDTB 1.0 corpus,
where extensions concern annotations of implicit relations for
the entire corpus, senses of all connectives and attribution
of object type, scopal polarity and determinacy. Thus, for
the purpose of this study, differences between PDTB 1.0 and
PDTB 2.0 are not relevant.
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**Data partition:** training and test sets

**Discourse parsing:**
- EDU segmentation + discourse relation recognition
- Argumentative corpus
  - pre/post-processing
  - Argument recognition

**Argumentation corpus**
- pre/post-processing
- Argument completion

---

**Figure 3:** Experimental workflow for the argument structure recognition.

*Dagstuhl15512 ArgQuality* (Wachsmuth et al., 2017) is a collection of argumentative texts from the *UKPConvArgRank* dataset (Habernal and Gurevych, 2016) consisting of debate portal arguments for and against stances on 16 topics. The *UKPConvArgRank* dataset was developed to predict the convincingness of arguments, so that each argument pair is rated as more or less convincing. For *Dagstuhl15512 ArgQuality*, texts on each topic containing the five top- and five bottom-ranked arguments were selected and annotated across three core quality dimensions: argument cogency, argument effectiveness and argument reasonableness, and several sub-criteria (15 in total).

**4.2 Discourse Analysis Tools Assessment**

**4.2.1 Discourse Parsing**

One of the widely used tools for discourse processing is the PDTB parser developed by Lin et al. (2010). It is trained on sections 02-21 of Penn Discourse Tree Bank (PDTB 1.0, Prasad et al. (2005)) for text span identification and relation classification. For our purposes, spans for both Arg1 and Arg2 need to correspond exactly or partially to the PDTB 2.0 reference segments. Moreover, the relation between EDUs should be correctly classified. We evaluated the parser performance on the full PDTB 2.0 corpus. Table 1 summarizes parser performance in terms of F1 scores. The gold standard parsing and EDUs boundaries with error propagation setting (GS + EP) refers to a clean, per-component evaluation. In the automatic parsing and EDUs boundaries with error propagation scenario (Auto + EP), end-to-end automated parsing of the unseen data is performed. In the latter setting, F1 scores of 38.18% and 20.64% were achieved for partial and exact match, respectively. A large portion of the misclassified cases belong to the Non-Explicit classes, as implicit discourse relations are more difficult to classify. The bottom part of Table 1 reports F1 scores obtained on the EDU span identification and on the joint segmentation and classification tasks on the entire PDTB 2.0 corpus.

![Confusion matrix for L1 relation classification with the PDTB parser](image)

**Figure 4:** Confusion matrix for L1 relation classification with the PDTB parser.

**Table 1:** Performance (F1 scores) of the PDTB parser developed by Lin et al. (2010) on various tasks. * evaluation performed on the section 23 of the PDTB 2.0 corpus; ** evaluation performed on the on full PDTB 2.0 corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental setting</th>
<th>F1 score (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GS + EP (partial match)</td>
<td>46.80*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto + EP (partial match)</td>
<td>38.18*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS + EP (exact match)</td>
<td>33.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto + EP (exact match)</td>
<td>20.64*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU span identification</td>
<td>22.61**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU span identification &amp; relation recognition</td>
<td>21.20**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.2.2 Discourse Segmentation and Relation Recognition**

As shown in the parser evaluation experiments, EDU segmentation is a crucial step in discourse analysis. Since the PDTB parser failed to show satisfactory segmentation performance, we tested state-of-the-art neural network model on the reference PDTB annotation, i.e. the BiLSTM-CRF.
based model NeuralEDUSeg developed by Wang et al. (2018). In this experiment, a unit is acknowledged to be correctly segmented if it partially or fully corresponds to one of the reference PDTB segments. Table 2 reports the number of exact and partial matches. Segmentation performance achieves 68.55% of F1 score. Our results show that NeuralEDUSeg significantly outperforms the PDTB parser (compare with Table 1). While the number of exact matches is still rather low (10.84%), we observed a relatively high number of identified partial matches (45.92%). The fact that most matches coincide with the reference segmentation only partially can be explained by the fact that NeuralEDUSeg is originally trained on the RST-DT corpus which follows different segmentation principles (consider Figure 2 again). Minimal RST-DT units tend to be shorter than those of the PDTB. For example, compare the NeuralEDUSeg [segment segment] with the PDTB [segment segment] illustrated in (6):

(6) a) [Woolworth said] [Woolworth said it expects to expand usage of the MCI services as it adds about 6000 business locations over the next few years]:
   b) [The derivative markets remained active] [The derivative markets remained active as one new issue was priced]:

Deep learning models show promising results on discourse relation recognition task. Kim et al. (2020) demonstrated that the XLNet-large model of Yang et al. (2019) achieved the best results on implicit discourse relation recognition significantly outperforming BERT- (Nie et al., 2019) and ELMObased (Bai et al., 2019) discourse relations models.

We performed a series of experiments on fine-tuning XLNet for the discourse relation recognition task. We first conducted a binary classification to establish whether is any relation between the identified units, i.e. the model discriminates between Rel class (includes any type of discourse relations) and NoRel comprising the EntRel and NoRel types. Secondly, we performed five-class top-level (L1) and ten-class fine-grained (L2) relations classification. The following five classes were used for the second experiment: Expansion, Conjunction, Comparison, Contingency, Temporal, NoRel. The ten-class experiment exploited the classes listed below: Expansion.Conjunction, Expansion.Restatement, Expansion.Instantiation, Temporal.Synchrony, Temporal.Asynchronous, Contingency.Cause, Contingency.Condition, Comparison.Contrast, Comparison.Concession. See Appendix for the class distribution. Classes with less than 500 training instances were excluded. The training set comprised sections 0-21 of the PDTB 2.0 corpus; sections 22-24 served as the test set. Since classes were not balanced in all classification settings, we performed re-sampling procedure: up-sampling of the under-represented NoRel class in binary classification by adding synthetic samples combining random EDUs from different textual units; and down-sampling the majority classes in the multi-class settings. The right part of Table 2 presents the final training and test data partitions for each classification scenario.

For the training and evaluation procedure, we fine-tuned each encoder model following the suggestions of Mosbach et al. (2021) and trained for 10 epochs using a learning rate of 0.00001 and a batch-size of eight. The results are summarized in Table 2, from which we can observe that accuracy drops with a higher number of classes to learn, from 88.85% for two classes to 53% for ten classes. We note that the results of our experiments differ from those reported by Kim et al. (2020) due to the differences in the approach and set of the classified relations. For instance, we were not focused on the distinction between implicit vs. explicit relation recognition. The goal was to assess how well the model predicts cases when a relation between two segments exists without focusing on how this relation is expressed. Moreover, we included NoRel instances into the classification, while they are typically discarded in other studies.

Table 2: Segmentation performance (F1 scores) with an overview of the exact and partial matches processed with NeuralEDUSeg (Wang et al., 2018) of the PDTB 2.0 corpus; and relation recognition accuracy for different classification scenarios applying the XLNet model (Yang et al., 2019) on PDTB 2.0 data.
4.3 Discourse-based Analysis of an Argumentative Corpus

We applied the tested discourse analysis tools on Dagstuhl15512 ArgQuality corpus where we manually examined and corrected the model outputs. Respecting the PDTB minimality principle, we combined or split relevant text units depending on the amount of information required to interpret the relation between the segments correctly. We conduct a detailed error analysis and discuss some representative cases below.

We encountered many examples where a single unit does not contain substantial semantic information and has to be combined with the adjacent segment(-s) as illustrated in (7):\(^4\)

(7) [A law] [requiring separate schools and public accommodations for homosexual people would violate] ["separate but equal"] → [A law requiring separate schools and public accommodations for homosexual people would violate "separate but equal"]

We considered modal constructions such as I think, I believe, I am sure, Maybe, I highly doubt as in (8), infinitive constructions (9), participle constructions (10) and relative clauses (11) as not forming an EDU on their own and therefore not having any discourse relation to the neighbouring EDU(-s). Relevant segments are merged.

(8) [I believe] [it should not be done] [just to discipline a child.] → [I believe [it should not be done just to discipline a child.]

(9) [Congress have no power] [to pass a legislation] [forcing religious institutions about marriage.] → [Congress have no power to pass a legislation forcing religious institutions about marriage.]

(10) [it doesn’t break the Separation between Church and State] [ruled by the Supreme Court.] → [it does n’t break the Separation between Church and State ruled by the Supreme Court.]

(11) [It would be hard for me to turn in the one I love.] → [It would be hard for me to turn in the one I love.] [Yes, if the person] [I loved] → [Yes, if the person I loved]

We also encountered a few cases where the segment identified by the parser can be split into several EDUs as in (12):

(12) [So, many countries depends on scientists. most of employees in every country] [is Indians.], [and still be successful. Take myself for example:] → [So, many countries depends on scientists.] [most of employees in every country is Indians.]

Table 3 reports the performance of the NeuralEDUSeg model \(Wang\ et\ al.\ (2018)\) on the Dagstuhl corpus in terms of F1 scores (in %); and accuracy scores (in %) for 5- and 10 class discourse relation classification on the DagStuhl corpus with the fine-tuned XLNet-large model.

Table 3: Performance on EDU segmentation task applying NeuralEDUSeg model \(Wang\ et\ al.\ (2018)\) on the Dagstuhl corpus in terms of F1 scores (in %); and accuracy scores (in %) for 5- and 10 class discourse relation classification on the DagStuhl corpus with the fine-tuned XLNet-large model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Match type</th>
<th>F1 score (%)</th>
<th># Classes</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>exact match</td>
<td>47.94</td>
<td>5 classes</td>
<td>60.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>partial match</td>
<td>79.83</td>
<td>10 classes</td>
<td>50.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Confusion matrix for 5-class discourse relation classification task on Dagstuhl15512 ArgQuality.

Wachsmuth et al. (2017) notes that some argument components, most often a claim, can be implicit. Consider an example in (13) below. An argument is not complete without the claim and cannot be used for further argumentation mining tasks. Therefore, we reconstructed a claim for every topic in the corpus, i.e. either ‘for’ or ‘against’ stance it may present. The reconstructed claim is a simple sentence which correspond to a single EDU. Subsequently, the reconstructed claims were used to created EDUs pairs for discourse relation classification.

(13) (a) The question is: who has the right to prohibit it? Government? Why would there be any pressing need at all for the state to outlaw pornography? Look at Europe—they’re cool with pretty much everything. I don’t see

\(^4\)Here and in the following examples, a text span in the square brackets corresponds to an EDU obtained with a neural discourse segmenter; the manually corrected version is given after the arrow sign →.
any moral depravity in Europe, do you? (implicit claim: Pornography is not wrong.) (b) Books will be always great whatever the new technological developments emerges, books has its fixed place in every humans heart. (implicit claim: Books are better than TV.)

EDUs pairs were built considering non-adjacent text units connected by a discourse relation. Most frequently, a claim may be connected to segments representing various types of evidence at different support levels as in (14):

(14) [Advancing the common good is better than personal pursuit.] [I think common good is better than personal pursuit] [Advancing the common good is better than personal pursuit.] [When people help each other out its more likely that everything comes out great.] [Advancing the common good is better than personal pursuit.] [Yes personal pursuit is important]

The resulting **Dagstuhl** corpus annotated with discourse relations contains the same number of 304 arguments as the original one which are segmented into 2,222 EDUs pairs. The XLNet-large model, initially trained and fine-tuned on the PDTB 2.0 dataset, was evaluated on Dagstuhl, see Table 3 for the performance overview. Figure 5 presents the confusion matrix for the 5-class relation classification task. We observed that many relations are correctly classified even in the absence of discourse connectives on which the model relies. Consider the following classification output:

(15) Creationism tries to sneak the supernatural as a scientific explanation. Expansion.Restatement This is called pseudo - science. So a lousy father is better than none. Comparison.Concession (that is of course assuming that he is not abusive in any way)

Books enlighten the soul. Expansion.Conjunction Books don’t destroy the morals of children.

and the big corporations like Dasani and Nestle would loose millions of dollars. Contingency.Cause It would hurt the economy severely.

Physical education does absolutely nothing for the children’s health and/or lifestyle. Expansion.Instantiation Let me describe my PE experience. Throughout my public education career, PE has been mandatory for each year.

I think common good is better than personal pursuit Comparison.Contrast Yes personal pursuit is important.

it wouldn’t be so easily for you to become fat Contingency.Condition (of course you would also need to keep a balanced diet)

To summarize, the evaluated discourse processing tools showed a reasonable segmentation (F1 score ranging from 47.94% for exact match to 79.83% for partial match) and discourse relation recognition (accuracy ranging from 50.48% to 60.22%) performance on argumentative data. Thus, they can be applied in argument structure recognition and reconstruction tasks.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The presented study reviewed discourse-based approaches to argumentative discourse analysis. We evaluated three widely used tools on argument segmentation and annotation tasks, namely, a rule-based PDTB full parser (Lin et al., 2010), a BiLSTM-CRF model for discourse units segmentation (Wang et al., 2018) and an XLNet based discourse relations classifier (Yang et al., 2019). Our experiments demonstrated that the PDTB parser achieved an F1 score of 22.61% on the span identification and 21.29% on the joint span identification and relation recognition tasks. This performance has been considered unsatisfactory for further use. Deep learning models, in contrast, showed significantly better performance: F1 scores ranging from 47.94% to 79.83% were achieved on the segmentation task, and accuracy of 60.22% and 50.48% for top-level and fine-grained discourse relation classification, respectively.

We successfully applied the best performing models to segment and annotate the argumentative corpus **Dagstuhl15512 ArgQuality** and conducted the detailed error analysis. The obtained argumentative discourse units were manually corrected and annotated with the fine-grained PDTB discourse relations. This corpus contains 2,222 annotated unit pairs and presents a valuable resource for further argumentation mining studies and will be released to the community.

The obtained results opened up many interesting prospects for future research. For example, various argumentation schemes can be reconstructed based on the proposed approach, and evaluated within numerous contexts and domains. Argument and argumentation quality can be assessed and robust reasoning engines designed.
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## Appendix: Discourse relation distribution in PDTB 2.0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L1 top-level relations</th>
<th>L2 fine-grained relations</th>
<th># Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expansion</td>
<td><em>Expansion.Conjunction</em></td>
<td>8763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Expansion.Restatement</em></td>
<td>3326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Expansion.Instantiation</em></td>
<td>1735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Expansion.List</em></td>
<td>627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Expansion.Alternative</em></td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Expansion</em></td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Expansion.Exception</em></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td><em>Comparison.Contrast</em></td>
<td>5947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Comparison.Concession</em></td>
<td>1425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Comparison</em></td>
<td>553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Comparison.Pragmatic contrast</em></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Comparison.Pragmatic concession</em></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contingency</td>
<td><em>Contingency.Cause</em></td>
<td>6203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Contingency.Condition</em></td>
<td>1359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Contingency.Pragmatic cause</em></td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Contingency.Pragmatic condition</em></td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Contingency</em></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td><em>Temporal.Asynchronous</em></td>
<td>2739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Temporal.Synchrony</em></td>
<td>1607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Temporal</em></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoRel</td>
<td><em>NoRel</em></td>
<td>5464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The PDTB top-level (L1) and fine-grained (L2) discourse relations and their distribution in PDTB 2.0 dataset. L2 relations in bold were used for 10-class classification with XLNet.
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Abstract

This paper presents work carried out to transform glosses of a fable in Italian Sign Language (LIS) into a text which is then read by a TTS synthesizer from an SSML modified version of the same text. Whereas many systems exist that generate sign language from a text, we decided to do the reverse operation and generate text from LIS. For that purpose we used a version of the fable The Tortoise and the Hare, signed and made available on Youtube by ALBA cooperativa sociale, which was annotated manually by second author for her master’s thesis. In order to achieve our goal, we converted the multilayer glosses into linear Prolog terms to be fed to the generator. From there the text is generated.

In the paper we focus on the main problems encountered in the transformation of the glosses into a semantically and pragmatically consistent representation. The main problems have been caused by the complexities of a text like a fable - which is partly a dialogue and partly narration - and requires coreference mechanisms and speech acts to be implemented in the representation which are often unexpressed and constitute implicit information.

1 Introduction

This paper presents work carried out for the automatic generation of written text in Italian language starting from glosses of fables in Italian Sign Language (LIS). The paper focuses on the semantic and pragmatic representation that has been created by the system GENLIS that feeds the generator. Whereas many systems exist that generate sign language from a text (Lombardo et al., 2011; Morrissey and Way, 2013; Wu et al., 2001; Sáfar and Marshall, 2001), we decided to do the reverse operation and generate text from LIS. A number of systems exist for American Sign Language that have attempted the same operation but only on a simple sentential basis and starting from visual recognition ((López-Ludeña et al., 2013; Dreuw et al., 2011; Elliott et al., 2000; Efthimiou et al., 2010)). The possibility to produce glosses automatically from video capture and image recognition (but see (Dorner and Hagen, 1994)) is not available for LIS, so we chose not to tackle the visual recognition phase and to start directly on the output, i.e. glosses1. Glosses for LIS are partly domain dependent in the sense that annotating sentences is a different task from annotating a dialogue, and this in turn is different from annotating a story or a fable. Among the many types of text that we could work on we chose the most difficult one: a fable, which is a mixture of narrative text and dialogues. For that purpose we used a version of the fable The Tortoise and the Hare, signed and kindly made available by ALBA cooperativa sociale. The signed story was annotated manually into glosses by second author - who is a LIS translator - for her Master’s thesis (see also (Trolvi and Delmonte, 2020)). The fable has two main characters - and other secondary characters - with totally different personalities which may interact in dialogues, or may be simply narrated thus producing an overall complex textual structure.

2 Semantic and Pragmatic Representations from Glosses

As will be explained below, main problems have been caused by the complexities of a text like a fable - which is partly a dialogue and partly narration - and requires coreference mechanisms and speech acts to be implemented in order to convert glosses into a semantically and pragmatically consistent representations. The final text is organized into Discourse Units (hence DUs) or turns where each one may contain one or more sentences, and is associated with a unique turn identifier and a unique

---

1Transcription into glosses is a topic of research in itself because it may be done in different manners (Slobin et al., 2001; Hotting and Slobin, 2002)
speaker. Eventually we came up with 30 DUs, 54 sentences and 91 propositions. The full project is presented on a website https://genlis.vercel.app/. The website contains full representations for the all the DUs of the fable, showing the conversion process step by step. Every DU starts by the video clip of the actor performing the LIS narration of the current DU; this is followed by the multilayered annotation which is then turned into the 9 slot prolog consistent vector-like term. The transcribed vector is then enriched by semantic information and then by pragmatic information. The final step is the Italian sentences produced by the generator, which are then spoken aloud by the speech synthesizer on any Mac or PC. The final part of GENLIS addresses the speech synthesizer with a set of prosodic markers to induce correct pauses, voice volume, intonational movements. For lack of space we cannot comment on this part of the system: we can only say that we are using SSML on available speech synthesizers that accept it, to produce an expressive and semantically correct recital of the story. State-of-the-art generation systems work mostly on the basis of a machine learning approach (Stein et al., 2012), (Zhao et al., 2000), which crucially requires an adequate amount of training data to feed the model. In our case training data are not available also because glosses for LIS are partly domain dependent as said above. In our case, we decided to generate text from a LIS version of the fable **The Tortoise and the Hare** which has two main characters with totally different personalities. As will be clear from the sections below, we decided to follow a traditional approach which apart from the starting phase - content determination made available by the glosses - continues with text structuring, sentence aggregation, lexicalisation, referring expression generation, and linguistic realisation. These phases could also be understood as the sequence of processes of ATLAS project (Lesmo et al., 2011), which however had the opposite task – thus a reversed input-output, i.e. generating LIS from Italian texts. Generating text from manual multilayer glosses is different from traditional NLG (Natural Language Generation). Generation from LIS glosses does not follow from well structured data-sets or knowledge basis, nor is there a plan in order to build logically well-formed representations (Gatt and Krahmer, 2017). Glosses are mainly sequences of lemmata with some indication of plural number, negation, quantifiers with agreed features, numbers, personal pronouns. But then verbal, nominal and adjectival expressions are just lemmata, auxiliaries are missing and the same applies to copulative verb "to be" (Chesi et al., 2008). There are eight layers which specify type of speech act, presence of spatio-temporal location adverbs, role of current turn taker. They need to be collapsed and accounted for in the conversion phase in order to organize predicate-argument structures with all available information and converge towards a discourse level semantic and pragmatic representation.

GENLIS is written in the logic programming language Prolog (Gal et al., 1991; Mellish et al., 2006; Reiter, 2010), which makes available DCG (Definite Clause Grammar) rules together with Difference Lists to support text generation. The sequence of processes carried out by the system are represented in Figure 2 below.

Semantic forms are composed by main predicate, propositional attributes (such as e.g. mood, negation, verbal tense), arguments and adjuncts. Furthermore, each argument has its own internal structure. Semantic forms constitute the string that is eventually fed as input to the generator and then processed, in order to generate Italian sentences. We will describe below both the process of conversion of glosses into semantic forms and the structure of semantic forms. We will skip the first step in the whole process, which is producing the glosses and is done manually. As described in detail in another paper (Trolvi and Delmonte, 2020), manual glosses may contain arbitrarily many layers but they have the goal to interpret the signs in a shared manner. They are basically multi-layer text annotations written in tables, which can be done using one of the many software tools.

---

2Manual annotation of simpler texts - either narrative or conversational - is not a highly time-consuming activity and can be carried out by an expert in a relatively short time.

3We are not aware of the existence of many generators for Italian (Lesmo et al., 2011) apart from the ones built by some of our collaborators (see (Delmonte and Bianchi, 1998; Delmonte and Pianta, 2008)) who were also partly the authors of a smaller version of the current one. The generator is now a general tool to generate most Italian sentence structures, and has been used in a number of other applications, like question-answering from a Discourse Model (see (Delmonte, 2000)).

4Intensive work on speech synthesis has been done in the past and also currently (see (Delmonte, 2016))

5Parallel corpora LIS-Italian text are available in a small number: besides ATLAS project (Lesmo et al., 2011), there is (Chesi et al., 2008) and (Barberis et al., 2011), none of which, however, will suit the genre requirements of the fable.
available for the task - at first we used ELAN\(^6\), but then we produced our own schemes to suit the requirements of the generator. In fact, in order for the multi-layer glosses to be analysed by the generator, it has been necessary to transform them into a 9 slot Prolog term. Thus, each annotation tier has been inserted in slots in a term, as follows:

\[
gls(DU\text{Ind}, \text{Aff}, \text{Adv}, \text{Syn}, \text{Agr}, \text{Nms}, \text{Ms}, \text{Ars}, \text{Qrs})
\]

where the functor gls is an abbreviation for gloss, and contains a sequence of 9 slots explained here: DU\text{Ind} is the Discourse Unit index; the slots Aff, Adv, Syn contain annotated information about affective, adverbial and syntactic Non-Manual Signs; Agr identifies location and agreement of signs; Nms and Ms contain Non-Manual Signs and Manual Signs respectively and are expressed in a tokenized sequence between apostrophes ’ ’ as atomic objects; Ars and Qrs identify the occurrence of Action Role Shift and Quotation Role Shift\(^7\).

2.1 The Conversion of Glosses into Syntactic/Semantic Lexical Forms

When creating conversion rules, we avoided indicating specific features that would make forms difficult to read and understand. More precisely, we did not indicate tense, mood and diathesis of verbs, number and genre of nouns and semantic role of oblique arguments for the generation of prepositions. We decided conventionally to generate sentences with active diathesis, in past tense and indicative mood. However, there are several factors to take into consideration: direct speech and questions, for example, are always expressed in present indicative. Furthermore, morphological features of nouns are always singular, unless otherwise indicated in glosses, and gender is derived from lexical gender. Past verb tense is derived on the basis of aspect of lexical verb; in particular, state and action verbs are expressed in imperfecto (a tense existing in Romance languages but not in English) tense, and the other verbs in past tense (passato remoto in Italian). Every fully expressed proposition has a verb that needs semantic and morphological features. While Person, Number and Gender may be inherited from the Subject, Tense and Mood are

\(^{6}\)It can be downloaded here https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan - visited on April 2021

\(^{7}\)Role Shift is one of the main topics of the paper published on annotation of the fable (see (Trolvi and Delmonte, 2020)). It is a particular narrative strategy by which the signer adopts the perspective of another referent. Role Shift can be used to report a speech or thought of a referent or to reproduce his or her actions, thus it can be divided into two varieties. The terminology for both phenomena is not consistent throughout the literature. In our work, we adopted the terminology used by (Herrmann and Pendzich, 2018), namely “quotation role shift” (QRS) and “action role shift” (ARS). Hence, QRS is the type of RS by which the signer reports words or thoughts of other referents. ARS allows the iconic reproduction of actions, mannerisms and emotional states, including facial expressions and non-linguistic gestures. It involved the use of the upper parts of the body (e.g. torso, head, eye gaze).
semantically and pragmatically determined. We have used lexical properties and discourse related (pragmatic) properties to assign Tense and Mood together with general consideration defined on the basis of narratological criteria. A fable or children story may be expressed using Indicative Present or Past tense (or passato remoto), however contextual conditions may impose constraints that require other Mood and Tense to be assigned. We may need to use Future tense, Imperative mood, Past tense (or passato remoto) rather than Present tense. A first subdivision of Mood-Tense assignment depending on Speech Act is shown below, a second subdivision follows according to Lexical Aspectual properties.

- Presentative constructions
  - Perlocutive utterances
  - Question + Exclamation
  - Illocutive constructions
  - Direct Speech constructions
  - Statements

We distinguish Perlocutive from Illocutive verbs on the basis of the pragmatic nature of the action expressed: instructions on how to carry out a task are tagged Perlocutive and are enacted with Imperative mood. Illocutive expressions are tagged when the utterance expresses a decision or a wish to come true and are placed in the future Tense. Then, as a general rule, Activities are realized with Indicative Imperfetto, while Achievement use Past tense (passato-remoto). The remaining cases are all realized with Indicative Present.

Semantic forms are structured as Prolog terms. Consistent with First-Order Logic (FOL), each term represents the content of a semantic proposition and is preceded by the functor PROP. PROP is the abbreviation for proposition and contains a fixed number of slots that mark semantic and pragmatic components included in glosses. More precisely, in first slot we may find pragmatic components like interjections - for expressing surprise or other affective and emotional aspects-, intrasentential elements like discourse markers and adverbs with scope on the verb or on the entire sentence. Let us now focus on the arguments structure. With the exception of SUBJect and OBJect, arguments are introduced by a functional marker that we derive from LFG theory (Bresnan, 2002), such as OBL for oblique arguments, FCOMP for sentential complement, VCOMP for verb complement and XCOMP for predicative complement. Moreover, argumental heads may contain modifiers, which are introduced by the marker MOD, or specifiers, which are usually included in brackets. If the argument is an expression of the affirmative or the negative polarity, the marker becomes the only term of the argument list. Moreover, direct speech is usually deprived of any introductory verb, which needs to be generated in Italian instead and may assume different meanings depending on context, as we will see in the next sections. Conversion rules from manual glosses are shown below:

- Identify elements that modify the main predicate, adverbs or discourse markers
- Insert the first verb you find
- Retrieve lexical verb aspect and create mood/time matrix
- The verb may be preceded by a location, which may be marked by a specific deictic term on the basis of type
- Speech act may vary
  - PRESENTATION = WHO?
  - Dirspeech for direct speech
  - QUESTION if the sentence is a question
- Insert arguments into a list

Generate nominal expressions: The subject in first slot may be unexpressed. If so, it is marked with little-pro8: morphological features are retrieved from the subject of previous sentences. In case of direct speech, arguments may be interjections or statements/negations. The object may be a complement sentence marked FCOMP, an interrogative complement sentence marked QCOMP or an infinitive sentence marked VCOMP. Oblique arguments or adjuncts are marked OBL and in their first position they may contain either a preposition, if expressed overtly in manual glosses, or a semantic marker, and the lexical head in their second position. Nouns may have specifiers, such as quale/which in gara-[quale] (translated as race-[which]) and modifiers, which are marked MOD. Adverbs such as locative deictic adverbs are

8This label is derived from the Chomskyan linguistic theory that assumes the existence of an empty pronominal in pro-drop languages like Italian carrying morphological features derived from the main verb in sentences where the subject has been dropped, a choice which can be freely made in Italian and is based on discourse properties.
marked AVV. Gerundives are marked AVV too and contain the corresponding verb in infinitive form. PROPositions may be coordinated (COORD) or appear in sequence without markers (IPOTAS). These tags are inserted first, before the PROP tag. Examples are visible always in Figure 1 above.

All nominal expressions - both SUBJect and OBJect and OBLiques - can be modified by simple modifiers, multiple modifiers, and relative clauses. All of them are structurally attached to the nominal head because they are semantically and morphologically dependent on the head. In fact, adjectivals require feature agreement, which needs to be restricted before generation in order to prevent failures. As to relative clauses, their internal arguments may require the same type of information, in particular, in case the argument controlled by the relative pronoun - which may be unexpressed - is the SUBJect. Relative clauses may also be governed by an adjunct relation, but this is not the case in our story. In order to realise the appropriate word forms, the morphological features of the nominal head governing the relative clause are passed to the clause level as BINDER bundle of features, which may be used by the Verb Complex and realized as SUBJect or OBJect features.

**Generate Verbal Complex and Complementation:** The verb complex receives semantic and morphological information from the subject if present, be it a nominal or pronominal head, or simply an empty subject which however may have morphological features, person, number and possibly gender. Choosing the correct verbal complement structure may be dependent on subject semantic categories, which are also passed to the verbal complex. Semantic features are checked by matching subcategorisation information stored in the lexicon for each possible structural outcome. For instance, a verb like dire/say has a multiple entry in our computational lexicon with four different complement:

- vcomp = INFINITIVAL
  ogg = DIRECT-OBJECT
  ogg2 = INDIRECT-OBJECT(dative)+f/fcomp
  f/fcomp = SENTENTIAL-OBJECT

They are all characterised by the same general lexical category, TRANSitive, and the same conceptual and semantic category, report-dir - that is a reporting verb that can be used also for direct speech introduction. This also applies to other verbs that may undergo intrasitivisation like mangiare/eat, but also to verbs with different complement structures but identical categorisations, like considerare/regard and dipingere/paint. In particular, considerare/consider has an open complements like NCOMP (a nominal predicative complement) or XCOMP (a label for generic open complements including infinitivals). All open complements require morphological features to match, and this will allow for complement structures to impose agreement for those features. This can be different for other verbs where lexical category may vary, as is the case for accennare/hint that may change from intransitive to transitive; or for a verb like apparire/appear that may change from copulative to unaccusative. Our lexicon is organised around a limited number of entries, around 1000 for most frequent lexical entries according to frequency dictionaries, and another extended set of manually annotated entries, around 9000, for the remaining less frequent but always non rare entries, which have a different feature and argument organization. Aspectsual categories are very important - as said above - in the choice of verbal morphology regarding Tense and Mood; while semantic and conceptual class may also be relevant in case a sentential complement is present, as will be clarified below. Another important feature of verbal complex is the requirements it poses on auxiliary choice and precise morphological information as to the Tense and Mood to be realised. In particular, simple vs. composite verbal complex may be realised, which in turn require specification of the appropriate auxiliary verb: essere for passive, reflexive, inherent reflexive and unaccusative classes, avere for active transitive and intransitive classes. Morphological information from the SUBJect is also required in case of auxiliary essere in order to generate the appropriate past participle. The same is required from the OBJect in case of pronominalization processes of the nominal head into a clitic pronoun, which however requires decisions that can only be made by a full-fledged pronoun resolution system - which is not implemented in the generator. As

---

The list is derived from previous work on Italian Frequency Dictionaries, see (Delmonte et al., 1996)
to Person, this may be available in case the Subject is lexically expressed. Empty pronouns on the contrary do not realise Person feature, which is by default set to 3rd. Special cases are constituted by Imperative mood and Direct Speech. Imperative mood requires 2nd person to be realised if the command or instruction is addressed directly to the interlocutor. But there are commands in the fable addressed by the owl to both competitors, the hare and the tortoise, to start the race. In this second case, 2nd person plural is required. However, 1st person plural is also acceptable. Introducing 2nd person is not an easy task and we haven’t been able yet to find a linguistically motivated trigger to do it. The verb is checked for agreement with Subject morphological features. This may cause failures in the generation step, until the appropriate verb form is produced.

Complements and adjuncts are selected according to the shape of the semantic form: nominal and sentential complements are made up of a four or five slots list, while an oblique may be constituted by a list containing five or six slots; a simple modifier has only two or three slots. Finally adverbials or interjections consist of one or two slots but contain a special label as unique identifiers. Sentential complements may be simple sentences preceded by a complementizer, which is locally generated; or they may be direct questions. In this second case, a question mark is added at the end. The two complement types are marked by a special label identifier FCOMP and QCOMP. A special case may be constituted by WH- questions as sentential complements, requiring a local WH-expression to be generated before the verb also in case it is an adjunct - i.e. when, how, where. These pronouns would be positioned after the verb in the logical form built from semantic forms. So they need to be raised, i.e. removed from the complement structure and generated in the appropriate position.

**Semantic Conversion Rules for Peripheral structural Representations:** Peripheral structures are those special stylistically marked structures, like Subject Locative Inversion with presentative structures, and complements realised as clitics, which need to be positioned before the verb. In both cases we implemented the rules to act at the end of the generation process. A Subject-Locative is used in the first sentence of the fable, when the hare is presented and appears on the scene as living in the woods. This is a typical introductory sen-

![Figure 3: Peripheral Rules activated during Conversion and Generation.](image-url)
ment with the Subject as in la tartaruga guardava tranquilla/the tortoise was watching quiet. Both cases require Subject morphological features to be visible in the Complement/Adjunct section of the generator in order to select or restrict the appropriate word form.

3 Special Rules required by Implicit Elements

There is a number of rules that need to be organized mainly inside the conversion portion of the system. These rules regard a number of specific features that are missing in the LIS glosses and in the sign language as a whole. They concern Definiteness Assignment, that is the need to add an article in Italian sentences in front of a nominal expression, which could also be zero article. Then there is the need to vary the direct speech introductory verb which is otherwise always reported as DIRE/say. Eventually there is the need to map Tense, Mood and Person/Gender/Number onto all verb complexes.

3.1 The Algorithm for Definiteness Assignment

In order for the generation to work properly, the feature definite, indefinite or zero must be decided automatically and inserted in the list of features associated to each nominal expression, be it the primary head as with subjects and object, be it secondary with obliques where the noun phrase is governed by a preposition. The list of features includes morphological, semantic and informational features as follows:

[Def, Spec, Num, Head]

Def contains the information about definiteness if the head is a noun, otherwise it is substituted by TOP in case the head is a pronoun. Spec contains information on quantification and any linguistic element that may be expressed by a quantifier. Num is associated to the morphological feature of Number. The Algorithm for Definiteness Assignment (ADA) is based on two parameters: the type of constituent and the semantics associated with the noun. The semantics is taken from a set of different sources due to their dimensions, which are insufficient to cover all nominal expression of the fable. We have been using the lexical-semantic database ItalWordNet (see footnote below), and the list of semantic general categories annotated therein. In the algorithm the main call is known-def, which is used to memorize the type of definiteness associated to a nominal head. When a noun is met for the first time it is asserted as NDEF i.e. indefinite, unless it belongs to a set of exceptions and special semantic classes. The choice of zero definiteness applies to nominal expressions characterized by an abstract feature, which in ItalWordNet is represented by MNT (= mental) and EXPR (= expressive) tags. It also applies to words indicating location tagged by PART (= part) and PLAC (= place). Another interesting class is constituted by words belonging to Body-Part like orecchio/ear, which are tagged as definite and characterized by features PART, LIV (= living) and FNCT (= function); the same applies to nouns belonging to TIME semantic class, like days, months, but also appuntamento/date whenever they are included in a nominal constituent. The list of these nominals in our fable includes the following words:

appuntamento, vergogna, orecchio, giro, sinistra, destra, primo, tono/date, shame, ear, turn, left, right, first, tone

In addition, glosses’ expressions like referente-N where there is a number varying from 1 to 2, are treated as pronouns. Frozen expressions like 3 2 1... via/3,2,1...go are marked with definiteness zero. The number belonging to the class of ordinals is tagged with zero definiteness only in case they are included in an oblique governed by arrivare/come. Of course, all adverbial like expressions and interjections are not considered and do not receive a list of morphological and semantic tags as said above.

3.2 The Algorithm for Narrative direct speech speaking verb type

Discourse level processing is the most complex part of the algorithm, because it is responsible for overall discourse coherence and cohesion. In the glosses, direct speech is introduced always by the same verb dire/say. It may also be deprived of any introductory verb, which in our case needs to take into account the semantic content of the current utterance. In addition, depending on current discourse turn speaker, this verb may assume different meanings, which are strictly discourse
related. So either dire/say is substituted by a contextually determined verb or a verb is introduced which was not present. These verbs belong to the Answering semantic type and are: rispondere/reply or replicare/reply, in case the speaker is answering a question from previous discourse turn. Otherwise the predicate may belong to the Asking type, chiedere/ask or domandare/ask, in case the current turn is made of a question; eventually it may also be dire/say in case the previous turn was a yes/no question, or the current turn is a statement. Finally with exclamations it may be esclamare/exclamate. The algorithm is part of the convert file, the conversion algorithm that starting from glosses organizes them into semantic forms. It is activated after all conversions have been already made. The call is intended to modify the current predicate in case it is needed by the context. This is done checking semantic forms. Each turn is a vector representation, with current topic speaker, current speech act associated to current utterance, and a main predicate. The main predicate is headed by a Discourse Unit index, a Sentence index and a proposition index, like this: Head-Spac-Pred-Du-Sn-N. These representations are asserted into memory in a Prolog database and may be extracted easily.

The conversion algorithm receives Semantic Forms and checks to verify whether the current verb is dire/say. It also contains the current governing predicate, the arguments of current predicate in the Body variable, the Arguments of the first sentential complement (if any) of the Body variable in the variable Args, and finally the variable NewBody that will contain the modified version of the arguments. The first call to modify the predicate checks to see what is the speech act of the first proposition chosen. In this case the Predicate is substituted by a predicate of the Asking type, chiedere-domandare/ask. The second call is the most important one and is accompanied by a check of the previous turn. The call to verify previous turns is used to look into the database of turns. The search is interrupted in case the current utterance contains a question as one of its sentential complements. Then the second call searches the turns database. At first it extracts the previous turn and then it checks to see whether the current topic is different from the one asserted in the previous turn; finally it checks whether the speech act is a question. In this case the main predicate is modified into one of the Asking type. Eventually, the output of the generator is semantically coherent and pragmatically correct but it is fairly different from the one we created to stylistically suit a typical fable and interpreting the signer. Consider for instance the output of the generator for DU 19: Ora arriva un gufo e dice: voi due siete pronti? 3 2 1 go. Compared to the utterance manually built corresponding to stylistically suit a typical fable story: Chi viene ora? Un gufo. Siete pronte? Cominciamo! 3 2 1 ... via! /Who is coming now? An owl. Are you ready/fem/plur? Let’s start! 3 2 1 ... Go! This is shown in the figure below which is an excerpt from the website:

Figure 4: Excerpt of DU n.19 showing only the semantic and pragmatic conversion steps.

4 Evaluation and Discussion

Evaluation can be done manually or automatically (Belz and Reiter, 2006; Novikova et al., 2017). In order to do it automatically one would need a corpus of fables to be used for training which we currently don’t have available. One should also take into account the need to measure how well glosses for LIS have been created and used by the system to produce a naturally sounding Italian text which resembles a fable. Also this evaluation is difficult to make for the same reason. We turned to human evaluation for lack of a better opportunity now left for the future. In order to evaluate the output of the generator we wrote manually a version of the story which was more adherent to what is expected from children fables and is attested in online versions of this fable. At the same time, the made up version had to respect as faithfully as possible the signed version produced by the signer in the video. The result is a story which is pleasant to listen to by children and adults, as we tested in a primary school classroom for an experiment. Now comes the evaluation of the generated story that we are able to produce by a comparison with the manually
created story - that we make available in full in the supplementary materials. The comparison was done at the beginning in order to produce the peripheral rules presented in the section above. What has been left unchanged is discussed here below. We decided to grade each Discourse Unit or SubUnit by a four levels graded scale: 1 = No Difference, 2 = Slight Differences, 3 = Noticeable differences, 4 = Very different.

1 = No Difference
No Discourse Unit or SubUnit is totally identical

2 = Slight Differences
a) Definiteness Assignment in DU. 1 un ≠ il, una ≠ la
P. In un bosco viveva una lepre, una lepre altezzosa.
G. Nel bosco viveva una lepre la lepre altezzosa.
We discuss this point using the first Discourse Unit of the story which we show here in the P(roposed) form and the G enerated form. The rule we created regards certain words as generic nominals which do not need to be individuated in the world and are assigned definiteness as they appear. This is the case of bosco/wood. The case of una lepre/a hare is different: at first appearance the nominal lepre is correctly assigned an indefinite article (una/a); as to second appearance our system computes HARE as already known in the world and assigns definiteness (la/the). But in this case the syntactic function of apposition reverts the semantics, because the apposition is just a means of characterizing the entity with additional attributes or properties. However this is difficult to realize in the generator.
DU1, DU7

b) Different Mood/Tense Present vs. Past Tense in DU. 2 avvicinò / avvicina
P. La lepre si avvicinò ...
G. La lepre si avvicina ...
The rule for Mood/Tense assignment is sensitive to aspectual classes and speech act and we don’t have the possibility to revert Present Tense to Past Tense in this case
DU2, DU3, DU4, DU5, DU8, DU15, DU18.2, DU22, DU23.1, DU23.2, DU25, DU26, DU27.2, DU28, DU29, DU30

c) Dative Ethic in DU. 2 le??
P. La lepre le si avvicinò ...
G. La lepre si avvicinò ...

3 = Noticeable differences
a) Omission of predicates present in the glosses
DU16.2

b) Omission of linguistic material like personal pronouns needed to reinforce the assertion
DU16.2, DU18.2

c) Mistaken gender associated to subject noun phrase or predicative open complement in copulative structures I-masc-plural due/Le-fem-plural
due
P. Le due si affiancarono.
G. I due si affiancarono.
DU18.1
d) Insertion of additional linguistic material in the manual story which was not present in the glosses DU1.2, DU7.1, DU18.2, DU18.3, DU19, DU20, DU21, DU23.1, DU27.2, DU29

e) Presence of linguistic material which is semantically almost synonymous but lexically different from the one proposed in the glosses DU20, DU23

f) Presence of identical Noun Phrase in two coordinated sentences which sounds redundant and should have been pronominalized as has been done in the manual story DU22, DU24

Eventually, we recorded no case of identical utterances, 8 cases of Noticeable Differences due to our algorithm and a higher number (10 cases) of arbitrary or stylistically motivated insertion of linguistic material in the manual story. The remaining mismatches (45) are to be regarded minor or Slight Differences which should be corrected in the future by further developments of the main algorithm. Overall, on a total of 54 Sentences and 91 simple sentences or propositions, we had 63 mismatches only 8 of which had a semantic impact on the story, which amounts to less than 10% error rate.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented the conversion process produced by GENLIS, a system that generates Italian text from glosses of the Italian Sign Language (LIS). The signed text we chose is a fable, i.e. a semantically and pragmatically difficult text to generate. We described all the steps that are required to convert a vector-like representation of the multilayered annotation scheme used for transcribing signs into glosses. To complete our experiment, we did an evaluation by comparing the output of the generator to a manually written version of the story to suit stylistic requirements for fables and came to the conclusion that the result is acceptable but for a few particularly difficult utterances. Eventually we only had 8 semantically relevant mismatches over 63 as a whole. However we had to overcome a number of problematic issues at a morphological, syntactic and semantic level which were successfully solved thanks to peripheral rules executed at the end of the generation process. Future work includes improving the algorithm to generate a story which is more natural and pleasant to listen to. It shall also address separately either dialogues or narrative texts in order to produce a consistent and more generalized conversion process from glosses to spoken utterances.
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Abstract

We argue that mainly due to technical innovation in the landscape of annotation tools, a conceptual change in annotation models and processes is also on the horizon. It is diagnosed that these changes are bound up with multi-media and multi-perspective facilities of annotation tools, in particular when considering virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) applications, their potential ubiquitous use, and the exploitation of externally trained natural language pre-processing methods. Such developments potentially lead to a dynamic and exploratory heuristic construction of the annotation process. With TextAnnotator an annotation suite is introduced which focuses on multi-mediality and multi-perspectivity with an interoperable set of task-specific annotation modules (e.g., for word classification, rhetorical structures, dependency trees, semantic roles, and more) and their linkage to VR and mobile implementations. The basic architecture and usage of TextAnnotator is described and related to the above mentioned shifts in the field.

1 Motivation

Annotation in and for computational linguistics (Gries and Berez, 2017) underwent technical and conceptual developments from XML-based annotation formats to integrated GATE (Cunningham et al., 2013) or UIMA (Götz and Suhre, 2004) frameworks (Wilcock, 2017). One reason for that development is that annotation (regardless of the annotated media such as texts, images, music, video, and so on) is bound to annotation tools, usually one annotation tool per annotation task or purpose (Cassidy and Schmidt, 2017; Dipper et al., 2004). Annotation tools are themselves subject to (technical) development (see, for instance, the annotation of rhetorical relations (Helfrich et al., 2018)). Furthermore, annotation is often part of a machine learning (ML) pipeline where machine learned applications are trained on annotated data (Rumshisky and Stubbs, 2017), so that they can later perform annotations automatically on larger data sets. This is most explicitly expressed in the MATTER/MAMA annotation model (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012).

In order to secure interoperability and data exchange in this dynamic landscape, annotations of linguistic phenomena (should) follow a standard (e.g., ISO, 2016).

As has been observed by Finlayson and Erjavec (2017), there are still features that are missing or only seldomly addressed in annotation tools. So further developments are here to be expected.

However, we argue that another technical and conceptual change takes place, a change that is characterised by the following, partly mutually influencing, features.

Multi-Mediality and -Perspectivity. An annotation tool trivially is a medium (for annotation). Now, as is known, for instance, from readability research, the “physical” properties of the medium text influence text processing: no readability difference between serif and sans serif font types has been observed (Ali et al., 2013), but they seem to differ with respect to information recall (Gasser et al., 2005). Likewise, the choice of document preparation system has an effect on the efficiency and satisfaction of the document preparer (Knauff and Nejasmic, 2015). Transferred to annotation tools, such findings evince that users may produce different results with different annotation media. Taking advantage of this effect, annotation tools...
should offer multiple views on the same data: an attribute called Multi-Perspectivity and realized by the tool’s Multi-Mediality. Multi-Mediality and Multi-Perspectivity can be realized in various ways, ranging from low-level customizable display properties to high-level exploratory means of inspecting a certain kind of data with tools/views that are developed for different data types. We conjecture both heuristic and error-reducing gains by multi-media, multi-perspective methods.

Note that multi-perspectivity is different from multimodal annotation as carried out by using video (hence the attribute ‘multimodal’) annotation tools such as ANVIL (Kipp, 2014) or ELAN (Wittenburg et al., 2006): while multimodality tools allow the analysis of visually recorded communication settings, multi-perspicuity tools render the same input data in various formats.

**VR and AR annotations.** Multi-Mediality comprises virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) as special cases. So the claims made in the previous paragraph apply here, too. However, annotating in VR or AR has some obvious repercusions on human-computer interaction (HCI, where “computer” stands for the annotation tool used). Most notably, classic HCI interfaces such as a computer mouse are replaced by locomotion or (virtual) manipulation. Again, a heuristic effect is to be conjectured, but such “immersive annotation settings” have still to be explored. A consequence is already visible, however, namely that the range of annotation objects is extended: real-world objects (AR) and the annotators’ actions (VR) become potential subjects of annotations. The former is, for instance, needed in geospatial information systems (cf. Sec. 2); the latter can be used to label professional actions as learned, for instance, in virtual nurse education (Plotzky et al., 2021). We also note that VR systems are still quite new in the computational linguistics community. However, as such systems spread to all areas of human communication, people will become accustomed to their use, and the current gap between the use of traditional systems and VR will naturally disappear.

**Ubiquity.** Porting annotation software to mobile phones cuts any locational constraints on annotators (given a sufficient internet infrastructure). Mobile annotation probably unfold their potential when embedded into games with a purpose (von Ahn, 2006): annotators produce annotations “for fun” and en passant, when, say, being on a travel. Mobile annotations combines with AR annotations, leading to a qualitative (not just quantitative) change in the units of annotation.

**ML for annotation (or: human-in-the-loop).** The predominant annotation model conceives annotation as a means for providing data for machine learning. And annotations will surely continue to be produced and used in this way. However, the current computational annotation landscape also treads the opposing path: pre-trained ML tools are used for automatic (large-scale) annotation of documents which are then corrected by human annotators (de Castilho et al., 2019; Hemati et al., 2016). Accordingly, the role of human annotators changes from “mere” data-generators (Consten and Loll, 2012) or “two-legged meters” (Cohen, 1960) to “humans-in-the-loop” (Wagner, 2016) (i.e., a post-editing phase is interspersed at some point into the ML process, a.k.a active learning, Cohn et al., 1994; Settles, 2012).

**Dynamics of annotation processes.** It is well-known that due to an interplay of theoretical knowledge and data structure of annotation units, (linguistic) annotations exhibit a “circular” trait (Consten and Loll, 2012) – this is also reflected in the iterative design of the MAMA cycle (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012). Annotation manuals and especially standardizations like the Semantic Annotation Framework (SemAF) (ISO, 2016) are means for taming this process. In fact, however, in particular the Multi-Mediality and -Perspectivity fosters the circularity of annotation processes since viewing one document from different viewpoints is a heuristic activity (cf. “Multi-Modality and -Perspectivity”). There are two consequences of this situation: Firstly, the dynamic nature of annotations is emphasized. This includes to construe annotations as parts of sequences of annotations instead of as singular tasks (cf. the argument from circularity, triggered by the mutual theoretical preconception and the actual structure of annotation data) – regardless of whether the encompassing sequence tasks are actually carried out. In other words: in designing an annotation task both (implicitly) presupposed and (potential) follow-up annotations have to be kept in mind. This is already partly reflected, for instance, in the plug-ins approach to dialogue act annotation (Bunt, 2019).

Secondly, even dynamic annotation processes
cannot afford to ignore achieved standards. On the one hand, multi-media and multi-perspective annotation tools support established schemes and ontologies. On the other hand, best practices and process standards will emerge from dynamic annotation processes.

**Interim conclusion** We anticipate a potential shift in thinking of and carrying out annotations, as indicated in the “Dynamics of annotation processes. This shift is driven by technological achievements mainly in the domain of VR/AR, extended pre-processing, and ubiquitous computing.” Preliminary (i.e., as long as a corresponding full-blown annotation model has been developed) we refer to a system that exhibits the envisaged facilities as MUVAMP (Multi-Mediality and -Perspectivity, Ubiquity, VR/AR, ML, Process-orientatedness). Given that this is a preliminary characterization, it is obvious that no current annotation system fulfils MUVAMP. However, to making the envisaged shift happen, a precondition seems to be an annotation tool that hosts several modules (otherwise it remains unclear how multi-perspective is achieved). In the following we introduce TEXTANNOTATOR as a MUVAMP-oriented annotation suite for unleashing annotations along the above lines. After reviewing related approaches, we present TEXTANNOTATOR module-wise and indicate each module’s role for MUVAMP.

### 2 Related Work

There are applications around that address some of the features outlined above. We are aware of the following ones:

- Incorporating machine learning applications into the annotation pipeline is carried out in INCEpTION (de Castilho et al., 2019) (which extends on WebAnno (Eckart de Castilho et al., 2016)), the commercial service prodi.gy (Montani and Honnibal, 2018) and the TEXTIMAGER (Hemati et al., 2016) (the latter also underlies the present work).

- Annotation in virtual reality is implemented by means of a note taking facility in (industrial) VR environments (Clergeaud and Guitton, 2017). VR visualisations have also been used in the study of multimodal referring expressions (Pfeiffer, 2012). In Wither et al. (2009), an annotation taxonomy and a prototype study on outdoor augmented reality annotation is developed.

- Mobile annotation of geospatial information is made available in MobiTOP (HoeLian Goh et al., 2012). The mobile annotation of images, e.g. for social media uses, is enabled by Anguera et al. (2008).

### 3 TextAnnotator

TEXTANNOTATOR is a suitable candidate as a multimedia and multimodal annotation environment for UIMA documents (Göt and Suhre, 2004). The UIMA-based annotations are driven by the TEXTANNOTATOR as a RESTfull application developed in Java. Documents which are not available in UIMA can be transferred into this format by using TEXTIMAGER (Hemati et al., 2016), which provides a rich machine learning backend for automatic annotation accounting for the ‘ML’ component of MUVAMP. The UIMA documents are stored through the UIMADatabaseInterface (Abrami and Mehler, 2018) within MongoDB1 and can be used simultaneously and collaboratively through TEXTANNOTATOR. Collaborativity and simultaneity are enabled with bidirectional information exchange via web-socket between TEXTANNOTATOR and all client systems and is an important component for ubiquitous use. In addition, the web-socket allows other annotation tools to be connected to TEXTANNOTATOR, to ensure its multimedia nature (see Sec. 4 and 5). The connection between TEXTANNOTATOR and its client systems is illustrated in Fig. 2. Annotations stored in UIMA documents are organized in different annotation views (AV). Each of these views contains different annotations and is related to a specific topic or user. For each annotator, a user view is created when a document is initially opened, which duplicates the original annotations. Thus, each AV shows a different perspective, state, or context on the same document. Furthermore, the different AVs allow the computation of inter-annotator agreement, which enables to assess the consistency of annotations in a project (Krippendorff, 2018), based on user permissions.

In addition, all annotations can be used independently of TEXTANNOTATOR: they can be completely downloaded for further processing. The reuse of the annotations as a basis for ML is thus customizable, depending on the needs of the particular application. In the following, we show how TEXTANNOTATOR accounts for Multi-Mediality and -Perspectivity. Dynamics of annotation pro-

---

1https://www.mongodb.com/
cesses, and ML for annotation. VR and AR, and Ubiquitous use are dealt with in Sec. 4 and 5, respectively.

QuickAnnotator still allows rapid annotation of named entities and words and multi-token expression in general through a simple selection of a target class and subsequent assignment when clicking on tokens (Abrami et al., 2019). To increase annotation performance, a recommendation function was implemented that allows the selected target class, based on the token’s lemma, to be applied to all other tokens of the same lemma in the same document, paragraph, or current sentence. In addition, all tokens annotated by this function are marked so that annotators can easily target and post-process them.

Another function is the combination of tokens to multitokens: By now this function has been extended with the possibility to separate tokens at any position as well as the capability to correct OCR errors (see Fig. 1). This user-friendly function, which can also be executed via drag & drop, enables the correction of incorrectly recognized token boundaries which is a frequent and popular error, especially in the context of OCR recognition of texts.

As it provides basic corrections to the texts and establishes the prerequisites for future annotation processes, QUICKANNOTATOR develops into a pre-editing tool which is employed before the main annotation work is done with more specific tools such as PROPANNOTATOR or DEPANNOTATOR. Hence, the triplet of QUICKANNOTATOR, PROPANNOTATOR, and DEPANNOTATOR gives rise to multi-perspective (in particular if annotation files are preprocessed in such a way that they contain annotation layers according to the corresponding tools’ specification).

PropAnnotator uses relations adopted from the SemAF standard (ISO, 2014a) as well as from PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) (the latter can be mapped onto the former (Ide et al., 2017, 133)). To this end, we converted the structures defined in these standards into a UIMA type system². Since the last presentation of PROPANNOTATOR in Abrami et al. (2019), significant improvements and new features have been implemented. The underlying data model allows for annotating a wide range of relations a subset of which is available in the current web interface of PROPANNOTATOR:

- Argument and modifier relations (following PropBank);
- Time relations (temporal entities and TLinks from ISOTimeML (Pustejovsky, 2017; ISO, 2012));
- Spatial-Relations (Qualitative Spatial Links (QSLinks) from ISOSpace (Pustejovsky et al., 2011; ISO, 2020a));
- A few custom extensions (for example, labeling idiomatic expressions and separated verb particles in German).

These relations are used in order to carry out semantic role labeling. Regarding semantic role labeling, the annotation of functional roles (argument and modifier relations) depends on the sense of the verb heading the corresponding sentence (Levin, 1993). In support of this view, PROPANNOTATOR complements semantic role annotation with verb sense annotation. Verb senses are distinguished according to PropBank’s frameset lexicon³, GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997; Henrich and Hinrichs, 2010) as well as – for evaluation purposes – E-Valbu (Schumacher et al., 2004). The cross-language mixture of sense inventories is due the fact that the main language of actual annotation documents is German, but the majority of (large-scale) resource has been developed in and for English. Hence, PROPANNOTATOR provides an annotation-based mapping between English and German verb sense. Since this mapping involves translation issues, the small but hand-crafted verb

2https://github.com/texttechnologylab/UIMATypeSystem
3http://verbs.colorado.edu/propbank/framesets-english-aliases/

Figure 1: Tokens can be corrected as required. Firstly, incorrect token boundaries can be split using a simple key combination. In the present example this was done with the token merged with the comma (green border). Secondly, OCR errors can be corrected in QUICKANNOTATOR by clicking on the corresponding tokens. In this way the original text is not changed, but a correction token is generated, which is placed on top of the affected tokens. A corrected token is visualized with a green dot in the upper right corner. By moving the cursor over it, the original token is shown.
sense inventory of E-Valbu is built-in as a ground truth standard of comparison.

**DepAnnotator** is the newest tool designed for visualization and annotation of dependency structures in texts. Based on different dependency tag sets (derived from TIGER (Brants et al., 2004), respectively NEGRA (Skut et al., 1997), and Universal Dependencies (de Marneffe et al., 2014)) existing dependencies can be deleted and new ones can be created. In addition, as with all tools, it is also possible to manually annotate texts without pre-annotated dependency information, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.

### 4 MobileAnnotator

To remove the binding of the annotation situation to desktop sessions, so to speak, to enable annotations in mobile contexts, quasi *ubiquitously* (whether in sitting, standing or walking...
Figure 3: Visualization of PROPANNOTATOR: On the left side, the sentences of the document are displayed, which can be transferred to the middle annotation area by a click. Each sentence can be assigned with a status, which documents the annotation progress: green indicates completed sentences and yellow indicates problems, which is helpful both for later evaluation and for interrupting the process. The panel on the right side shows the annotation options. The upper part of these options shows a set of relations that can also be selected by a click. Below this is a list of annotated semantic senses, which is only enabled when an event is selected. In the center of PROPANNOTATOR’s interface the annotation environment is shown by visualizing the selected sentence (left) token-wise. Similar to QUICKANNOTATOR, multitokens can be created and tokens can be separated via drag & drop. Under each token, its part of speech is displayed; clicking on a verb turns it into an “event”, which can then be sense-disambiguated. Tokens can be linked semantically by drag & drop, based on the selection of a corresponding relation in the options panel (right). Colors are used to distinguish between different relation types.

position of the annotator), we have developed MOBILEANNOTATOR (Adeberg, 2020). Based on Angular⁴, we adapted two tools of TEXTANNOTATOR (QUICKANNOTATOR and KNOWLEDGE-BASELINKER) to enable mobile access. MOBILEANNOTATOR was developed as a TEXTANNOTATOR client (see Fig. 2) using its functionality. This allows the implementation of additional functions which are not available in the browser-based version. At the same time, documents are still accessible only after user authentication and all annotations are stored in MOBILEANNOTATOR in appropriate annotation views. The the control and use of UIMA documents is thus analogous to TEXTANNOTATOR. To motivate it with concrete examples: with MOBILEANNOTATOR, train rides, waiting time at the doctor’s office, at the bus stop, or anywhere else can be used for annotation tasks. Mobile annotations, of course, attain ubiquity.

5 VANNOTATOR

VR-based annotation is provided by VANNOTATOR, a UIMA-based annotation environment implemented in Unity3D⁵. Since VANNOTATOR (Speikermann et al., 2018) is also based on TEXTANNOTATOR (see Fig 2), its annotations can be further processed with any other annotation media of TEXTANNOTATOR.

VANNOTATOR addresses a range of scenarios: visualization and interaction with historical information (Abrami et al., 2020b), annotation of texts, their interlinking with images and 3D objects, and the creation of 3D spaces enriched with hypertext functionalities (Mehler et al., 2018; Abrami et al., 2020a).

VANNOTATOR is currently extended to include SemAF-related functionalities. A pilot study of this extension is presented in (Henlein et al., 2020). The main focus is on the annotation of spatial relations (IsoSpace, Pustejovsky et al., 2011; ISO, 2020b), semantic roles (StLinks, ISO, 2014a) and coreference relations (MetaLinks, ISO, 2014b). This is done to generate text-to-scene data, which in turn is used to train ML systems. Fig. 6 exemplifies this sort of annotation data. In this example, we take advantage of the spatial capabilities of VR to automate as many spatial annotations as possible. That is, whenever the annotator arranges objects in virtual space based on their description in the underlying text, a subset of the relationships of the objects implied by this arrangement is explicitly annotated by the system itself. This concerns objects that are implicitly or explicitly involved in

---

⁴https://angular.io/
⁵https://unity.com/
Figure 4: The interface of DEPANNOTATOR is similar to that of PROPANNOTATOR. On the left one finds the sentences to be annotated (together with their annotation status). The panel on the right displays selectable options subdivided into tagsets. Two visualizations of the focal sentence are displayed in the center of the window: the lower sentence shows the dependency tree created by the parser selected in TEXTIMAGER; the upper sentence shows its correction. Green lines encode selected dependency relations created by the human annotator. With DEPANNOTATOR it is possible to visually compare automatically created dependency trees and their corrections. DEPANNOTATOR additionally contains statistics for automatic comparison of such trees.

this description. In addition to placing entities in virtual space, the annotators’ movements and gestures could be used in the future for this purpose. In a nutshell, VANNOTATOR meets the MUVAMP requirement for using VR and AR for the purpose of multimedia and multi-perspective annotation.

6 Application usage

The tools described so far are being used in various lectures and qualification work (e.g. Kühn (2018); Smaji (2020); Kett (2020); Lööck (2020)) to automatically validate annotated documents (human in the loop) or to gain new perspectives on annotated documents. In particular, TEXTANNOTATOR is used as a browser-based suite for the correction of automatic annotations generated with TEXTIMAGER.

In addition, TEXTANNOTATOR is used in the biodiversity project BioFID (Driller et al., 2020). This project is concerned with the semantic indexing of historical biodiversity texts. For this purpose, TEXTANNOTATOR is used to annotate texts in order to perform various linguistic analyses. Within the BioFID project, 79,813 “net” annotations\(^6\) have been produced using QUICKANNOTATOR (Lücking et al., 2021). “Net” means the following: since within BIOfid documents are annotated by more than one annotator for the sake of assessing inter-rater agreement, one and the same annotation unit may receive a label repeatedly but from different annotators. The net count ignores such reduplications and only takes unique labels into account.

These numbers show that many annotations can be performed by different users in a very short time (for a user evaluation of one of TEXTANNOTATOR’s modules, TREEANNOTATOR, see Helfrich et al., 2018, Sec. 3). At the same time, all annotations are available in a uniform and portable format, which ultimately simplifies external processing and reuse, e.g., for ML tasks.

The combination of a large number of different annotation functions (at the word, sentence, or text

\(^6\)as of 27th October 2020
level) that provide multiple annotation perspectives on the same text, as well as the multimedia bandwidth that comes with them, is, to our knowledge, currently unique in the field of annotation of natural language texts.

7 Future Work

Currently, not all annotation features available through TEXTANNOTATOR can be used by downstream tools (e.g. MOBILEANNOTATOR). To enable full ubiquitous use, different approaches for the different media (VR, AR, mobile devices) are required. In particular, we will consider the possibilities and limitations of AR systems and the extent to which they can be used for annotation purposes. While the available hardware is still very limited (price, availability, technical features, . . .), in the near future it will become available to the general public, similar to VR. Furthermore, in addition to the extension of VANNOTATOR’S RoomBuilder according to the SemAF standards, an annotation environment for TEXTANNOTATOR and MOBILEANNOTATOR is planned. This extension should make it possible to pre-annotate texts at home, in the office, or on the road, to largely complete their annotation in VR – also with regard to implied annotations – and to correct and refine the results later with conventional 2D interfaces if necessary. Insofar as these annotations refer to artifacts that are visible or even traversable in reality (e.g. streets, houses, squares), this multimedia annotation process can be significantly enriched by AR functionalities, since the direct view of the objects to be annotated can compensate for inadequacies of their representation in VR.

Thanks to the large number of tools in TEXTANNOTATOR, a wide range of annotation tasks can be addressed. However, since it is inefficient in the long run to develop tools with reference to specific annotation requirements, a more dynamic approach that simplifies the planning of annotation projects suggests itself. To meet this requirement, TEXTANNOTATOR is being further developed as a tool for modeling annotation models and corresponding annotation tools. Furthermore, it is planned to publish TEXTANNOTATOR via GitHub.

8 Conclusion

We introduced the concept of MUVAMP (Multimediality and -perspectivity, Ubiquity, VR/AR, ML, Process-orientation) and argued how TEXTANNOTATOR and the annotation tools around it meet this concept. Reflecting on and studying MUVAMP, and devising corresponding annotation models is still a desideratum for computational linguistics. The increasing complexity of annotation tasks and their representation in tools in order to be able to use them collaboratively and simultaneously in a homogeneous annotation environment at best. In addition, enabling annotators to use multi-perspective multimedia annotation tools is an area where established best practices do not yet exist. In order to contribute to this research perspective, we have presented the latest developments of TEXTANNOTATOR and outlined future development steps.

In conclusion, it is our strong interest to discuss and also establish with the research community a new and more innovative way in the implementation of annotation processes. For this purpose, not only concepts and procedures are necessary, but also adequate and flexible software solutions – such as TEXTANNOTATOR.
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